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!• Introduction

For the accurate design of process vessels, a know

ledge of the flow patterns that exist within them is a 

necessity. In many applications it is poosible to assume 

that the flow within the vessel behaves in one of two ideal 

ways, namely plug flow or compPitely mixed flow. This latter 

is also commonly referred to as backmixed flow, or continuous 

flow stirred tank reactor (CFSTR) flow. In this paper it 

will be referred to as CFSTR flow.

In an ideal plug flow reactor, it is assumed that 

the fluid passes through the vessel in a series of discrete 

"plugs”, such that no mixing occurs between portions of 

fluid that enter the reactor at different times.

In an ideal CFSTR it is assumed that the contents 

of the reactor are at all times compputely mixed and homo

geneous.

These two ideal cases are the li^miti^r^g cases - the 

one limit being no mixing, and the other limit being com

plete and instantaneous mixing - and actual practical 

vessels will have flow patterns that lie somewhere between 

them. The analysis of the performance of either of these 

ideal cases, whhther the apppication be to heat transfer, 

mass transfer, or chemical reaction, is relatively simple 

and weei developed, and for this reason real vessels are 

often designed on the basis of one of these ideal cases.

-1-
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This type of design will be satisfactory only if the actual 

flow deviates slightly from ideality, but otherwise, for 

more severe deviations, u^s^E^l;isfact^ory performance will 

result. It should also be noted that it is often possible 

to approach closely one of the types of ideal flow by suit

able design.

It will therefore be apparent that the investigation 

of flow patterns within process vessels is an impo^a^ 

preliminary to their good design.

In the present work, the system under study was the 

gas phase, held up as bubbles in a tank o^ liquid, and pro

duced by bubbling the gas into the liquid through a ramlli- 

orifice plate in the floor of the tank. No external means 

of agitation was used and the mixing within the gas phase 

came only from the motion of the bubbles within the liquid 

and from their coalescence and break-up.

Very few two-phase systems have been studied to 

determine the type of mixing within one phase, and the only 

work commaa'shle with the present work is that by Weeteeterp 

et al. (1) who determined the residence time distribution 

for the gas phase in a stirred tanK, and by Moo-Young and 

Calderbank (3) who investigated the rise and coalescence of 

bubbles in a deep pool of liquid. (Deeails of this work, 

together with meenion of other work in this field are given 

in appendix I).

In the present approach to this problem, the mmin 
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emphasis has been on tracer work to establish residence 

time distributions. This has been supported by photographic 

and other work to obtain the best overall picture of the 

system.

Accoodingly the next (second) part of this paper is 

concerned with the tracer work and the results thereby ob

tained, together with other observations on the basic flow 

in the system. The third part is concerned with other work 

and includes the effects of other parammters on the system 

as determined by tracer studies, as weei as investigations 

of the mechanism by which bubbles leave the system and the 

frequency o^ coalescence between bubbles within the system. 

The fourth and final part summarises the whole work and 

contains the conclusions that have been drawn from it.



2. Tracer Work

2.1 Use of Tracer Methods to Determine Residence Time 
Distributions’

The flow pattern in a non-ideal system is best 

described in terms of various residence time distributions. 

These were originally proposed by Danckwerts (2) and the 

two moot imppotant ones are defined as follows

The internal age distribution I(t) o^ a vessel is 

defined such that I(t).dt is the fraction of fluid in the 

vessel with ages between t and t + dt. In this context the 

age of a discrete piece of fluid is the time that has elapsed 

since that piece of fluid entered the vessel.

The exit age distribution E(t) of a vessel is sim

ilarly defined such that E(t).dt is the fraction of fluid in 

the exit stream with ages between t and t + dt.

These distributions are frequently expressed in

terms of a reduced time scale 0, which is mmasured in terms 

of the mean residence time. The mean residence time (T) is 

defined as: volume in vessel .actually .used by flow______
volume flow rate of fluid through the vessel

i. e. T = X and hence 0 = 1 and is dVmeniSoniess. Examines 
Q Y

of these distributions are given in figure 1.

In this study, since only the gas phase the two-

phase system is being studied, the volume of the vessel 

actually used by the flow is that volume of the gas phase 

(i.e. of the bubbles) used by the air flow.

-U-
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Residence time distributions are usually determined 

by a tracer mmthod, which Ls basically a study of the change 

in the output signal of the system with respect to time in 

response to a known input signal. In practice, the input 

signal is obtained by Introducing tracer into the input 

stream as it enters the vessel, and then the subsequent 

tracer conccenration changes which occur within the vessel, 

or in its exit stream, are observed.

The tracer input signals moot commonly used are 

either a step change in the tracer congelation the inlet 

stream or a shoot pulse of tracer into the inlet stream or 

into the vessel itself. Other Inputs can be used such as a 

sinusoidal variation of tracer wth time, or even a random 

variation of tracer wth time, but in general these are only 

used when the frequency response of the system is being 

studied.

If a pulse (or delta function) input is used, the 

resulting change outlet tracer concentration plotted

against time is known as a C curve. It is quite easily shown 

that a normalised C curve (i.e. one that is plotted such that 

the total area under the curve is unity) is the same as the 

E residence time distribution function. The theoretical 

delta function S(t) (i.e. the ideal pulse) is defined such 

that S(t) = 0 for t A 0, and $(t) -» & at t » 0, Wth

A
5(t) dt = 1. It is thus a pean, at t = 0, of inflt1te 

height and infinitesimal width. This ideal pulse cannot of 
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course be realised in practice, but a sufficiently close 

approxinatiin nay be ibtained.

if a step change in tracer conicniration is used as 

the input signal, the resulting iutlet tracer concentt'ation 

curve is known as an F curve. It can be shown (2) that a 

nirnaaised F curve is related ti the I residence tine dis

tribution function by F + I = 1.

To illustrate these residence tine distributions and 

curves, they are shown plotted for the two ideal types of 

flow systen in figure 1.

In the present work a pulse was used as the tracer

input signal for the foliowing reasons:

(a) It gives directly the exit (E) residence tine 

distribution curve and therefore the various rnornnjets if this 

curve are rnore easily obtained. This is innpotant because 

the rnomneits of the curve are the p^rant^t^irs nnot used in 

describing the residence tine distribution.

(b) If the F curve is required it can be obtained by

integration if the C curve since F(t) = \ C(t)dt whereas
■'o

the reverse procedure if obtaining the C curve by differentiation 

if the F curve would be bound to lead to large errors.

(c) In the present case, it was cornnpaatively easy

to generate a fairly accurate delta pulse by injecting a short 

burst of tracer gas bubbles directly into the tank.

The following section gives a brief description of

the equipnent used in the tracer •. ork, and the rnethod of its
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operation. Further details of the experimeenal work are 

given in Appendix II.

The results of this tracer work are given in section

2.3 which also includes a quaaitative description of the 

system and a qusanitative description in terms of the bubble 

size and voidage fraction. The final section in this part 

of the work deals with the models used to explain and interpret 

the results.



2 • 2 • Experiments 1 1or_k

This section is divided into two subsections dealing 

with the physical description of the equipmmnn, and its method 

of operation, respectively.

2.2.1. Boorlptlo-n _ of Equipment

The experimental tank was designed so that it would 

approximate the behaviour an actual plant, and to ensure

this, the dimensions were kept fairly large. For the same 

reason, the orifice sizes and gas chamber volume were designed 

to give the appropriate bubble re^gme (See the end o^

Appendix i).

Figure 2 shows the tank in cross-section. The cy

lindrical waai was o^ lucite tube, of nominal diameter 1 foot, 

and could be varied in height from six inches to three feet,- 

six inches in six inch steps, by committing different sections. 

At the bottom o^ the liquid section was an orifice plate 

duralumin, 3/8 inch thick, containing 5/6U inch diameter 

holes spaced on a 1 inch triangular grid, centraLly syaaaariccl. 

Four of these holes were replaced by fitiings and sealed off 

from the lower chamber, aloowing column drainage or sample 

injection. The total number of orifice holes in the plate 

was 117.

Below the orifice plate was a chamber to allow the 

equal distribution of air to the orifice holes. This had a 

depth of 2 inches and an internal volume of 0.109 cu. ft.

-9-
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FIGURE 2. VIEW OF TANK IN CROSS-SECTION

SCALE ; APPROX. '/4 FULL SIZE



DIAGRAM OF COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 3
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The air entered this chamber through a 5/8 inch tube and 

was diffused through wire mesh and baffles.

Figure 3 shows the ancillary equipment which may be 

conveniently split into the following parts:

(a) The air supply was taken from the laboratory

20 p.s.i.g. line via a filter. Its flow was controlled by a 

valve and metered by a rotameter and pressure gauge before 

being fed to the column.

(b) The tracer injection system consisted of a 

reservoir to which tracer gas could be admitted to the desired 

pressure as meesured on a mercury manommttr. From this 

reservoir a smll gas line ran through the lower chamber of 

the column and terminated in a nozzle flush with the surface 

of the orifice plate. In this line, which was normally kept 

full of tracer gas, there was positlonee a solenoid valve 

which controlled the injection of tracer gas.

The tracer gas was Injected directly into the tank to 

ensure that the signal input to the system was a true pulse. 

Had the tracer gas pulse been Injected into the air stream or 

into the lower gas chammer, diffusion and mixing of the tracer 

with the air in the chamber would have occurred, with the 

result that the input to the system itself would have no 

longer been a pulse. Offices in different positions in the 

floor of the tank were used, without noticeable effects.

The tracer gas used for these experiments was heluum 

because it was easily detected even at low conceniratiois in 

air by the type of detector used. A further advantage was its 
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virtual insoiubl^y in waaer.

(c) The samping sytemm at opp of h^e coummn

was the result of a compromise reached between the basic 

requirements of such a device. These were:

(i) That it should obtain a representative 

sample of the gas flow emmrging from the whole top surface 

of the bubbling liquid.

(ii) That it should affect the tracer concentratlcn 

change with time (l.e. the response of the system) as little

as possible. Ideally the sampping system should not affect 

it at all, but at mmot a time delay could be tolerated.

(iii) That it should effectively demist the gas.

It Wil be seen that requirement (ii) is incomppaible 

with (i) and (iii) which require the system to have a certain 

mixing volume Wth some form of packing, both of which would 

tend to give non-plug flow and subsequent distortion of the 

response.

The actual method used is shown in figure M. Ba^caHy 

it consisted a shallow-angled inverted cone which rested

on a deep Wde-mesh grid. The purpose of the grid was two

fold:

(1) it damped out the disturbance at the surface and 

provided a reference to keep the position of the surface con

sistent throughout the experimmtal work. The quanmty of 

water in the tank was adjusted so that the mean position of 

the surface was always half way up the grid. Experiments were
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FIGURE A DIAGRAM OF SAMPLING SYSTEM
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made to see if a smaller wire mesh could be used to damp out 

more effectively the surface waves, but this was found to 

affect the bursting of bubbles at the surface in such a way 

as to give rise to large gas hold-ups directly under the mesh.

(2) it helps to keep the air rising veetically in 

more uniform plug flow, once above the surface of the liquid.

The cone is shaped to give a high flow to volume ratio 

and effective mixing across the area sampled. This area, 

equivalent to the bottom opening of the cone, was one quaater 

of the area of cross-section of the column. Gas was sucked 

up through the cone and via a side arm to an orifice mmter 

and thence to the exhaust pump. The gas flow was regulated 

to one quaater the total gas flow so that the superricial 

velocity of the gas at the base of the cone was equal to that 

of the gas rising in the column and hence at the base of the 

cone no distortion of gas streamlines should occur. The sam

pling probe was situated just above the side arm, out of the 

direct gas stream and protected from spray by a smaH shield. 

A more conventional method of demisting the gas by placing 

packing in the neck of the cone was only p^lt^:ill]^y successful 

in that it worked until the packing flooded, at which point 

the packing became a secondary source of spray directly under 

the probe.

The rest of the equipment shown on Figure 3 is as 

follows:

(d) The detection and measurement of tracer in the 
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sample was accomppished by means of a hot-wire thermal con

ductivity bridge, operating with a reduced gas pressure of 

1 ps.i.a, The sample stream was sucked in through a cap

illary probe, which at its tip had an orifice giving the 

correct sample flow for the pressure drop across it. The 

stream then passed through the detection cell to an orifice 

meter to check the flow rate. A reservoir connected to a 

vacuum pump, and a vacuum manorneeer made up the rest of this 

system.

The detection cell was operated under a ^attal 

vacuum in order to attenuate, at the orifice, pressure waves 

originating from the bursting bubbles which otherwise were 

found to introduce a large amount of noise into the detector 

output signal.

A circuit and further details of the thermal con

ductivity bridge and its associated operating panel are shown 

in appendix ii.

(e) The rest of the equipment comprised the recording 

and control equipment. A visual record of the response signal 

was displayed on a chart recorder and simultaneously an analogue 

computer computed and stored certain functions o^ the signal. 

(For part of the experiments a Honejnwll Visicorder oscillograph 

was used to display both the signal and some of the computer 

outputs) .

An electronic timer was used to control injection of 

the tracer and also to provide a time reference for the recorder 
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and the analogue computer.

Further details of the computer circuit, and typical

operating conditions are given in appendix II.



2.2.2. Melthod of operation

Brief operating details are given below; for typical 

operating conditions and a set of experimental results see 

Appendix II, and Appendix III (f), respectively.

(a) Initially the air flow was set at the required 

value and the level of the bubbling liquid in the tank was 

adjusted so that the surface was half way up the grid on which 

the sampling cone rested. If the equipment had just been 

switched on, time had to be allowed for the hot-wire detector 

to come to equilibrium as indicated by absence of drift in 

the trace on the recorder. When this was so, the apparatus 

was then ready for a set of experimental runs.

(b) The sequence of operations for an experimental 

run was as follows:

(i) The tracer reservoir was filled to the 

correct pressure.

(ii) The electrical balance of the thermal con

ductivity bridge was checked and adjusted if necessary.

(ill) The analogue com^PIi(^r was switched to the 

initial settings, and set ready to operate.

(iv) The timer was triggered. This automatically 

injected a pulse by opening the solenoid valve for a set 

length of time, and also sent electrical signals to the re

corder and the comapier to indicate the time of injection.

(v) The response signal as traced on the re

-18-
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corder was observed and when it appeared that all the tracer 

had passed through the system, the commuter was set to stop 

further cllnputttiln and retain the stored values. The pooltlon 

of the cut-off point is further discussed in subsection 2.3*5*

(vi) These soordd values were read from the eoai— 

puter and recorded with any other pertiitnt data.

This cycle of operations was then repeated. The 

total number of runs per set, depended on the consistency of 

the readings obtained and was usually In the range of 15-30, 

under constant operating cmietions.

As well as this main set of runs using tracer injection 

at the bottom of the tank as described previously, another set 

of runs, either iommeeately preceding or ^Howing the main 

set, were made under identical cmdetilis except that the 

tracer pulse was injected through a special nozzle placed 

within the grid and iommeeately above the surface of the 

bubbling liquid. This was to obtain the response under these 

conditions of the sampling system alone, which was required 

to correct the resuLts obtained from the min set of runs.



2•3• Discussion of Reeuuts

This section contains the results not only of the 

tracer work, but also of photographic and other work which 

was performed to get more information about the system.

Accooaingly the first subsection is a quulitltive 

description o^ the mooion of the bubbles within the tank, 

intended to give the reader a clearer understanding of the 

flow patterns in the system. The next two subsections deal 

with the mean bubble size and the voidage of the system, 

respectively.

The final two subsections discuss the resuLts of the 

tracer work, firstly in terms of the shape of the residence 

time distribution curve, and secondly in terms of the para- 

meeers of the curve and the assumptions and theory behind 

the derivation of these parameters.

2.3.1. Observed Flow Patterns Wil^iin the Tank

At the lower air flow rates the general flow patterns 

of the bubbles could be seen quite easily with the naked eye, 

but at the higher air flow rates the mooion was too fast and 

disordered to allow this. Consequuntly some high speed mooion 

pictures were taken and the flow patterns and velocities de

termined from the bubble movement observed in "slow mooion".

Figure 5 indicates the general flow of bubbles within 

the tank, which was of a circular pattern. Two factors con

tributed to this, the moot imppotant being the so-called 

"wwU effect". Since the bubbles were not rising in an

-20-
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FIGURE 5 BUBBLE FLOW REGIONS IN THE TANK
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infinite medium, the liquid they carried up with them mutt 

find its way down again within the volume of the tank. It 

is fairly evident that the most stable flow pattern to accom

plish this, and to present the least resistance to the rise 

of the bubbles, is that in which the bubbles rise up one side 

of the tank and the liquid flows down the other.

The second factor which further stabilised the pattern 

and maar^ltai^n^ed the direction of rotation, was that the air flow 

did not use all the orifices at once. (This point is further 

ampllfied in subsection 2.3.2.). This influence may be ex

plained by supposing that initially the gas flow was through 

orifices distrHuted slightly asymrneteicclly, so that slightly 

more of them are on one side of the tank than on the other. 

This would tend to start the liquid in circular mooion which 

in turn creates a slight difference in hycdootatic pressure 

across the plate, the pressure being greater under the des

cending liquid and less under the ascending liquid and bubbles.

Thus, this pressure difference would favour those orifices 

already bubbling and perpetuate the circular mooion in the 

plane in which it started.

In describing the flow pattern, it is convenient to 

split up the tank into four regions, numbered as in figure J.

In region 1, just above the orifice plate, the liquid 

was moving hooizontally across the plate and swept the emerging 

gas bubbles sideways and upwards through region 2. This 

liquid flow across the plate was quite rapid at higher gas 

flow rates and was sufficient under these conditions to break 
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up the bubble streams into smaier bubble fragments.

in region 2 both the liquid and the gas bubbles had 

high upward velocities and all the upward gas flow occurred 

in this region.

in region 3, the liquid had a sideways imoion, being 

effectively "pu^mped" out of region 2 and continuing its cir

culatory mooion towards region U. The gas bubbles had a 

varying diagonal upward velocity, but were moving mon slowly 

than in region 2. The voidage in this region was greater 

than in the others and the essential feature of this region 

was of gas bubbles undergoing coalescence and escape from the 

system.

Region *+ had the lowest promotion of gas bubbles and 

lower velocities than the other regions. Near the tank waai 

in this region the liquid was moving downwards carrying gas 

bubbles with it, and this mooion diminished towards the centre 

of the tank, the quantity of gas bubbles remaining about con

stant but their velocities changing direction. The liquid 

in the centre of the tank had a slow oveeall circular mooton 

but was locally distirbed by the passage of gas bubbles.

The influence of the tank height and gas flow rate 

on the flow patterns may be seen in figure 6 which was ob

tained from "slow motion" studies. The flows indicated are 

only approximate and show the main and more constantly re

curring flows, since the actual bubble flows are erratic and 

transitory.



FIGURE 6 FLOW PATTERNS UNDER VARIOU5 CONDITIONS

"STREAMLINES* INDICATE APPROXIMATE Bu3SlE flow ONlY
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It will be seen that the simplest patterns occurred 

at the lowest flow rraes ann tank hhighht. hhis is especially

noticeable in the t ft. talk which appeers to be of just the

right dimensions to tit the "roll over" pattern favoured by 

the bubbles. In taller tanks this intia! "roll over" occurred

below the top oo the tank rnd thve rise to more complex patterns

in the upper part of the tank.

From the "slow motion” pictures it was also possible 

to get an estimate of the vertical bubble velocities, which 

were measured at various flow rates and tank helghis. The 

resuLts showed that there was a significant variation of up

ward bubble velooctyv(in region 2) with air flow rate, 

ranging from about 2.M- ft./sec. to 3.1* ft./sec. over the range 

of air flow rates used in this work. The influence of overall 

tank height on this velocity was not significant.

Since the rest of the study concerns the times bubbles 

SDend in the system, it was felt that 1 was a more convenient
v

variable than v itself, and hence this was used as the de

pendent variable in a correlation performed against 1.
Q

The results, given more fully in appendix III (a),

gave as a best fit:

(31.1)

The downward bubble velocities were not measured in 

such detail but were observed to be about 1A to 1/3 of the 

ma^g^i'tude of the upward veloocities.
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2.3.2. Bubble foraatlon at the OrifLces

In order to estimate the mean bubble size at the 

orifice plate, were made at different air flow

rates of (a) the number of orifices used by the gas flow, 

and (b) the rate of bubbLing, using a stroboscopic lamp. 

The results for this are shown in table I.

TABLE I

Air flow rate Bubbling frequency
(cu.ft./sec.) per min.

No. of 
orifices used

Mean flow 
per orifice 
(cu.ft./sec.)

0.018 1160, 1170, 1120 20, 22, 22 .00086

0.027 1190, 1090, 1120 31, 32, 33, .0008M-
32

0.01+5 1130, 920, 1000, 50, M, U9, .00092
1260 5U

0.090 Tank too disturbed
to me^s^i^i’e c.100 .00090
accurately

Too low to 
measure

1080, 1010, 1110 3, *8 -

From these figures, allowing for the experimental 

error as indicated by the rtpeaaabeliiy of the readings, two 

imppotant results eInergg!-

(a) that the rate of bubbling is independent of the 

gas flow rate;

(b) that the flow per orifice is constant whhist the 

gas flow is below the value required to bring all the avail

able orifices into use.

Result (a) is in close agreement with work by Calder- 

bank (M on multiple orifices, who showed that the rate of 
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bubbling was independent of gas flow rate and constant at 

about 16 - 20 bubbbes/sec., over a very wide range of gas flow 

rates.

Reeult (b) does not appear to be reported elsewhere 

in the literature. The constant flow rate per orifice suggests 

a constant pressure drop across the orifice plate and this 

could be checked by mme a string the pressure of the lower 

chamber, which should be the sum of the pressure drop across 

the orifice plate plus the hycldootatic pressure above it.

For a constant quantity o^ water in the tank, the hyydootatic 

pressure should be constant and hence changes in the lower 

chamber pressure are caused only by the change in pressure 

drop across the orifice plate. The chamber pressure was 

measured by connecting a manometer to the drain ouUlet and 

over the range of flow rates for which result (b) holds, it 

was found to be constant, indicating a constant pressure drop 

across the orifice plate. it is suggested that this constant 

^^essure is that pressure required to maantain stagnant 

liquid in an unused orifice.

From the figures obtained it is found that the mean 

equivalent diameter of the bubbles initially formed is 1.36 

cms. This is in exact agreement with Davidson's work (J) on 

single orifices, since the equivalent volume of the bubbles 

in this case (1.32 cc.) is within one percent of the value pre

dicted by his correlation o^ bubble volume versus orifice 

diameter and gas flow rate (see appendix i).
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It will be noted that the above results were obtained 

in the range of lower air flow rates. Above this range, it 

was found impossible to make accurate stroboscopic measure

ments of the bubbling frequency, mainly because the high 

liquid shear, horizontally across the plate, broke the bubble 

streams just above the orifice, stropping off a large number 

of small bubbles, and the subsequent mooton was very dis

ordered. At these higher flow rates, once all the orifices 

have come into use, the flow rate per orifice must obviously 

increase with increasing total air flow. Howeeer, ia view 

of the exact correspondence in bubble size with the single 

orifice cases, it would seem probable that the bubbling 

frequency remains almost constant, as reported by Calderbank 

(C), and that the bubble size increases with flow as given by 

the empprical reistSonshios of Davidson (5) and Leibson et 

al. (6) (see appendix I).

2.3.3. Total Voyage in the System

This was calculated from the increase in height of 

the liquid in the tank when the air flow was turned on at 

the specified rate. The results, expressed as a voidage 

fraction are shown as part of table II and also on figure 7. 

The voidage fraction is defined as the ratio of the volume 

occupied by the gas to the total volume of liquid and gas, 

and is usually expressed as a percentage. The exact deter

mination of the level of the surface with the air flow on, 

was very difficult because of its extremely disturbed nature, 
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and the decimal part of the percentage given in the results 

cannot be justified.

As can be seen from figure 7, the voidage fraction 

appears to be directly l^spostissal to the gas flow rate and 

a regression analysis on this astuepPCon gave the line:

Voidage fraction ( ( = 10M- Q - .06

which is shown on the figure. The influence of column height 

is not obvious and although the points for the 1 ft. column 

appear consistently above the line, it seems more likely that 

the voidage fraction is Independent of column height.

Also on figure 7, the results may be compared with 

those of Verschoor (7), who also obtained a linear relation

ship over this range of air flow rates. The displacement 

between the two lines can be attrbbuted to a difference in 

mean bubble size, since in Verschoor’s case a sintered glass 

disc was used as a gas distributor and a much smUer mean 

bubble size obtained. Also his column was of smUer diam^eier 

and in this case waH effects would have a greater viscous 

effect, slowing down the system velocities and hence giving 

greater voidage.

2.3. Shape of Reeldence Time Diittnation Cuuves

A smoothed experimental curve Is shown in Figure 8.

In practice, noise in the system, believed to be mamy due 

to fluctuations in water content of the air leaving the tank, 

produces a far less smooth curve with many sm^a.1 ditionSlnuitiet 

which are especially noticeable in the tail of the curve
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FIGURE 7 VOIDAGE. FRACTION VERSUS GAS FLOW

RATE FOR VARIOUS TANK HEIGHTS 
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where the signal size i3 very soH. The smoothed curve 

shown was obtained by superimposing 1$ successive curves ob

tained during a run and then taking the best mean smoothed 

curve.

This curve, of course, represents the total response 

of both the reaction tank and the sampling system, and to 

obtain the required response of the reaction tank alone, it 

must be corrected for the response of the sampling system.

Other errors may also be introduced by (i) solubblity 

effects of the tracer gas in the water, (ii) the pool^on of 

the sampling system, and (iii) the fact that the pulse was 

not ideal. Investigations into these factors are reported in 

appendix III (c), (d) and (e), and showed that (i) and (ii) 

do not rreauuably affect the results, and that the corrections 

necessary for (iii) are included in the correction for the 

sampling system.

As was mentioned in section 2.2.1., the ideal sam

pling system, consisting of rnorely a tire delay, could not be 

realised and the response of the system actually used was 

determined experiooetelly by tracer methods. The results of 

these experiments (see appendix III (b)) showed that the sam

pling system response could be represented very well by the 

combined response of a tire delay in series with a CFSTR. 

The equivalent mean residence tire for this CFSTR was cal

culated for various air flow rates and the results obtained 

compared wei with values predicted theooetically from the 

dimensions of the equipment, (see appendix III (b))
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FIGURE 8 RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION CURVES
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Using this representation of the response of the 

sampling system, the experimental curve may be corrected as 

follows:-

(a) The time delay may be corrected for by a shift 

of the curve along the time axis by an amount equal to the 

time delay.

(b) The CFSTR part of the response may be corrected 

for by the following analysis and construction, given by 

Westerterp et al. (1). Let the volume flow rate through the 

CFSTR part of the sampling system be Qs, its volume Vs and

hence its mean residence time If Ci and Co are the

inlet and outlet tracer conccnnrations respectively, a mass 

balance on the tracer gives:

therefore

Since Co is the curve actually obtained, Ci which 

represents the required curve may be obtained from the foUowing 

construction:

PR is the tangent to the Co curve at P.

Q is the point on the Ci curve 

corresponding to P on the Co curve.

The corrected curve in figure 8 was obtained by this

construction. The mmgnntude of this correction in terms of
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the change in shape of the curve can be seen from this 

figure; in terms of the parammed's of the curve, it is 

discussed in the next subsection. it will be seen that the 

curve consists of a sharp, oolneelrlively high peak, with a 

diminishing tail. it would appear that the peak corresponds 

to that part of the original delta pulse input which came 

straight through the tank, and the tail represents the rest 

of the tracer which was delayed in some mmnnnr. Further 

analysis and interpretation of the shape of the curve is 

left unUl the section on moods for the system.

QuuHta lively, the effects of the air flow rate and 

the tank height on the shape of the curve are as foioows:

An increase in air flow rate decreases the tail part 

of the curve and moves the peak slightly towards the origin, 

as predicted by the change in bubble velocity with air flow 

rate given in subsection 2.3.1. An increase in tank height 

moves the curve to the right, along the time axis, and tends 

to increase the tail part.

Further discussion of these effects is left uiSH the 

end of the next subsection where the changes are described 

queanitatively in terms of parammeers and may be more readily 

explained.

2.3.5. Deeivation and AAnaysis of Residence Time Distribution

Curve Para.meeers

The usual par^mle^ for describing residence time 

disi^ibutSoss are the mean residence time (T), or first 
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moment of the distribution about the origin, and successive 

higher moments about this mean - the second mommnt about the 

aean being the variance (c"_). These paraeeeers are defined 

as follows:-

It would be possible to obtain these p^ramet^rs by

first smoothing and correcting the experimental curves, as 

shown in the previous section, and then performing some form 

of numerical Integration on the corrected curves. The dis

advantages of this procedure are as follows:

(a) Ordinal experimental curves obtained under the

same conddtions show considerable differences, partly inherent 

in the whole trscer-saepling experiment and partly due to noise, 

and obtaining a smoothed average curve is difficult and prone 

to errors.

(b) The method of correcting the curve depends on 

the slope of the curve and any errors in the curve tend to 

give eaanifred errors in the slope, even when the curve has 

been smoothed.

A much better method of obtaining the parameters of 

the residence time distribution for the tank alone, depends 

on the fact that for flow systems composed of a number of 

units in series, the ovveall mean residence time is the sum 
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of the individual mean residence times of each unit and like

wise for the variance. (See appendix IV for a proof this). 

More specifically for this case, if T, Ts, and Tt, and
2 2 PCT , O' , and C"J are the mean residence times and variances s c

of the distribution curves o^ the reactor tank, sampling 

system, and overall system, respectively; then:

Thus the required parameeers may be obtained from

the parameters of the ove^ll system and of the sampling 

system alone. These quuatities can be obtained directly from 

the experiment.

An analogue computer was used to obtain instantaneously 

the mornmets of the tracer cInccntratiIn curves about the origin 

of time scale (which in this case is the instant at which the 

injection pulse is triggered) and also their integrals with 

respect to time.

if f(t) represents the tracer cmccntratiIn curve, and 

C(t) is the normaaised residence time distribution curve,

then

(35.1)
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(35-2)

and It can be shown that

(35.3)

Hence T and c2 can be obtained from A^, A2 and A3 which 

were computed directly on the analogue comutE^i1.

This was a straightforward procedure except in so 

far as deciding to what point in time the integrations should 

be carried. Since the tail of the curve is drawn out and the 

noise becomes quite large compared with the signal in this 

region, the errors due to noise become more pronounced in 

computing successively higher mornenns. In other words it 

the integration is carried on tor too long a time, the es

timated values of the mean residence time and I2 become tar 

too large.

This problem is best solved by the concept of stag

nant, or deadwwter, regions as propounded by Levennppel (8), 

which he defines as follows:-

"In a vessel the deadweLter regions are the relatively 

slow moving portions of the fluid which we choose to consider 

to be compPetely stagnant. De&tdwwaer regions contribute to
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the vessel volume; however we ignore the regions in deter

mining the various age distributions”.

It is still arbitrary where the cult-off point is to 

be (i.e. that point beyond which the elements have residence 

times sufficiently large to be considered ,,deadwaier” and 

ignored in the calculations), but Levvnnppel (8) further 

notes that cult-off points in excess of twice the mean res

idence time give a reasonably accurate picture o^ a system. 

In the present case the cut-off point was about four times 

the mean residence time, which was felt to be a reasonable 

compromise between unduly truncating the curve and allowing 

possible noise to increase the estimated values of the para

meers.

The results for the mean residence time and variance 

obtained by this method, and corrected for the influence of 

the sampling system, are given in Table II for various values 

of the air flow rate (Q) and tank height (H). The figures 

listed are the mean values of samples whose size is given in 

the last column of this table. The value quoted for the error 

in the mean residence time (- 0.2 secs.), was estimated at 

the 95% confidence limits from the calculated variance within 

the samples for both the ovveall mean residence time and the 

mean residence time of the sampling system. (This calculation 

is given with the typical set of experimental results in 

appendix III (f)). The error the variance (- 0.6 se^.2) 

was estimated from the above error; this is possible because
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TABLE II

RESULTS OF TRACER EXPERIMENTS

(*0.2)* (±0.6)*

COLUMN 
HEIGHT 
(INCHES)

AIR FLOw
RATE

(CU.FT/SEC)

MR. T.
T

(SECS)

variance
0-1

( sec1

VOIDAGE
FRACTION

( PERCENT )

number OF 
READINGS 
IN SAMPLE

13.25 0.045 1.02 2.76 4.8 10
13.25 0.054 0.94 2.11 5.9 11
13.25 0.063 0.92 1.27 7.6 32
13.25 0.090 0.82 0.69 9.7 13

19.25 0.045 1.29 3.30 4.0 23
19.25 0.054 1.48 3.56 5.4 32
19.25 0.063 1.32 2.93 6.7 27
19.25 0.090 1.07 1.26 8.7 14
19.25 0.135 0.86 0.95 13.5 10

25.25 0.045 1.65 3.29 4.3 25
25.25 0.054 1.75 2.35 5.1 16
25.25 0.063 1.49 2.31 6.6 33
25.25 0.090 1.25 2.24 8.8 18
25.25 0.135 1.09 1.64 14.3 31

37.25 0.045 2.43 4.12 4.5 16
37.25 0.063 2.02 4.36 6.3 15
37.25 0.081 1.78 2.81 9.0 15

(* VALUES GIVEN ARE THE MAXIMUM ERROR FOR THE ABOVE 
COLUMN* AT THE 95 £ CONFIDENCE LIMITS)
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the two parameters are derived from the same residence time 

distribution.

The size of the corrections necessary to allow for 

the sampling system is given in appendix III (b), and for the 

mean residence time is of much the same magnStude as the mean 

residence time of the tank itself. The range of these correct

ions is 1.2 - 1.7 secs., depending on the air flow rate. The 

corrections for the variance have a smaaier relative magnStude 

and are about 1/2 to 1// of the corrected variance.

The mean residence time is shown on figure 9 plotted 

against the air flow rate, for the various tank heights used. 

The only interesttng thing to note about these curves, apart 

from the oveeall tendency of the mean residence time to de

crease with increasing air flow rate and decreasing tank 

height, is the limiting values of the mean residence time as 

Q — 0. From the results presented in section 2.3.2., it is 

apparent that as the air flow is reduced, the number of orifices 

bubbling is propootionately reduced until in the limit only 

one or two would be bubbling. At this flow rate, the number 

of bubbles rising would be insufficient to move the liquid 

bodily, and the effect would be of bubbles rising through a 

stagnant liquid. Hence the mean residence time would approach 

a limiting value equal to the time of rise of a single bubble 

through the tank; this may be calculated directly from the 

terminal velocity of the bubble and the height of the tank. 

The terminal velocity of rise of a bubble of radius as cal

culated in section 2.3*2., (0.68 cm^.) is found to be
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FIGURE A GRAPH OF MEAN RESIDENCE TIME VERSUS

GAS FLOW RATE FOR VARIOUS TANK HEIGHTS
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27 cms./sec. (9), and hence the times of rise for various 

tank heights are as indicated on figure 9 by the horizontal 

dashed lines. It is suggested that these lines present quite 

feasible terminations to the experimental curves.

If the mean residence times are plotted against the 

reciprocal of the air flow rate, as shown in figure 10, a 

linear relationship is found to exist. This linear relation

ship is fiteed weei for the higher flow rates, but it is 

possible that it breaks down for the low^r flow rates. This 

can be seen in the cases of the 1-1/2 ft. and 2 ft. tanks, 

where there are apparently paaallel deviations from the straight 

line. However these deviations are weei within the estimated 

error and may be entirely coincidental.

A second graph of mean residence time versus the tank 

height at constant flow rate is shown in figure 11, where 

again it can be seen that a linear relatOonship exists.

The best linear relatOonship was obtained by muitiple 

regression analysis on the data, and details of this are given 

in appendix III (g). The best fit so obtained was: 

(35.M

and the standard deviation for this fit was 0.3 secs. The 

lines derived from this expression are shown plotted on fig

ures 10 and 11, and are seen to fit the data quite wei.

The resets for the variance of the residence time 

distributions are less accurate and show far more scatter. 

This is to be expected since noise in the tail of the curve
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FIGURL 10 GRAPH OF MEAN RESIDENCE TIME VERSUS

RECIPROCAL OF GAS FLOW RATE AT
VARIOUS TANK HEIGHTS

GA5 FLOW RATE (CU. FT/SEc) PLOTTED ON A RECIPROCAL SCALE
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FlGURE 11 GRAPH OF MEAN RESIDENCE TIME VERSUS

TANK HEIGHT FOR VARI0U5 FLOW RATE5



2 2 is magnified by the t term in computing A3 and hence T . 

Regression analyses (see appendix III (g)) showed that the 

best fit could be obtained using the standard deviation, the 

square root of the variance, instead of the variance itself 

as the dependent variable. Connequuntly the standard dev

iation is shown plotted in figure 12, against the reciprocal 

of the air flow rate, for various constant tank heights.

As with the data for the mean residence times, a 

linear relation is best fiteed at the higher flow rates, 

whereas at the lowest flow rate,the points are all significantly 

lower and it is possible that in this region the same linear 

relatoonship does not hold. However it must be remembered 

that the error due to noise in the tail of the residence time

(35.5)

with a standard deviation about this line of 0.17*

An alternative fit that is nearly as good is

(35.6)

with a corresponding standard deviation about the line of 0.21.

In considering the phyyical meaning of these trends
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FIGURE GRAPH OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF

RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
VERSUS RECIPROCAL GA5 FLOW RATE
AT VARIOUS TANK HEIGHTS

AIR FLOW RATE (CU. Ft/sEC) PLOTTED ON A RECI PROCAL SCALE
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of the mean residence time and variance of the residence time 

distribution with changes in tank height and air flow rate, 

it will be convenient to first consider the behaviour of the 

stagnant volume, or deadwater regions.

The stagnant volume is obtained from the total void

age by subtracting the active volume, which is defined as the 

volume required to satisfy the mean residence time, for the 

actual air flow rate.

i.e. Stagnant volume = Voidage - T.Q

Values for the stagnant volume obtained in this way 

are given as part of table III and are also shown plotted on 

figure 13 against the air flow rate, for the different tank 

heights.

It will be seen that for air flow rates below 0.063 

cu. ft./ sec., the stagnant volume is essentially zero (neg

ative values being sufficiently close to zero to lie within 

the estimated error limits of - .015 cu. ft.)

Above this flowrate the stagnant volume increases 

rapidly, this can be accounted for by the great increase in 

the number of smaaier bubbbes, formed through the foioowing 

two m^c^l^<a^:Lsms:

(a) At the higher air flow rates, the mmoion of the 

liquid across the plate is much faster, because of the greater 

pumping effect of the bubbbes, and more shearing of the bubble 

streams occurs, giving many smaier bubbbes.

(b) As has been seen in section 2.3.2., at about

this flowrate all the orifices come into use and hence the air
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FlGURE 13 GRAPH OF STAGNANT VOLUMES AGAINST

AIR FLOW RATE FOR VARIOUS TANK HEIGHT5
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flow through each orifice increases. Thus although the 

original bubbles formed will be larger, their faster moOlon 

will tend to tear off smll fragments ’which will form smll 

bubbles.

Because of their lower terminal velocities, these 

smll bubbles tend to be carried around with the liquid and 

the chance of their removal from the system by reaching the 

surface is less than for larger bubbles.

Another factor at high air flow rates is the greater 

liquid velocities in the system, which tend to sweep round 

and recirculate more gas bubbles of all sizes; these further 

add to the stagnant volume.

Therefore because of these two factors (i) more small 

bubbles and (ii) increased liquid velocities circulating more 

bubbles of all sizes, the stagnant volume increases rapidly 

with gas flow rate. it mmut be emphhaised that to designate 

a certain part of the vessel’s contents as stagnant, does not 

require it to be mootonless; it merely requires that its 

retention time within the system be several times greater than 

the mean retention time, or expressing it in terms of pro- 

babiiity, that its chances of removal from the system be 

several times less than average chance of removal from the 

system.

Thus the increase in voidage is due more to an increase 

in the stagnant volume than to an increase in the active volume. 

So that although the active volume increases, this increase 

is not sufficient to prevent the mean residence time from 
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decreasing, as the air flow rate Increases. Physically this 

means that the gas flows through the tank faster with in

creasing gas flow and this is reflected in the higher bubble 

eelssltrls. (See section 2.3.1.)

The variance, which is a rough mmesure of the width 

of the curve, decreases for much the same reason. Not only 

does the size of the active volume diminish the mean residence 

time as explained above, but also It will tend to diminish 

the variance whhch varies app]roxim^t:ely as the reciprocal of 

the square of the flow rate, provided that there is no change 

in the flow pattern. Physscally this means that the flow 

through the tank approaches plug flow more closely as the flow 

rate increases and the apparent greater mixing that can be 

observed is confined more to the stagnant volume than to the 

active volume



2• ** • UiacuasIoo and Analysis of Mobels Representing the System 

In a process vessel where non-ideal flow occurs it is 

useful to derive a model for the system which adequately des

cribes the flow patterns which occur.

The main reasons for this are:

(a) that the mooel can be used to predict the effects 

of varying the parameters of the system}

(b) that it allows genneallsatidn of the results ob

tained end a convenient and quannttative comparison between 

different types of vessels;

and (c) that it is more easily handled when the performance 

of the process vessel is required for a paaticular application. 

In general there are two types of moodl; the first, 

similar to mmoels in other fields, is based on the fluid dy

namics and physical p^ppeties of the system. The second 

type mooel assumes the real system can be considered as a 

number of separate interconnected regions which behave ideaily 

as either (i) plug flow regions, (ii) comppetely mixed regions 

(CFSTRss, (ill) comp^tels stagnant or deadwater regions. 

This type of mooel is very flexible since a system of any com

plexity can be simulated by taking a sufficient number of 

ideal regions with suitable interconnecting flows. It is this 

type of co^poste mcoldl which will be considered here.

The disadvantage of this type of mcojel is that since 

it is derived by a linear process, it can only be applied

-51-
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with certainty to linear processes. This can be illustrated 

by a simple example of a system consisting of a CFSTR in 

series with a plug flow reactor. The oveeall residence time 

distribution function will be the same whhther the CFSTR is 

first or last. Likewise the output will be the same for any 

linear or first-order processes that occur within them, such 

as a first-order reaction, since these processes only depend 

on the overall residence time distribution function. Howevee, 

for non-linear processes or non-ffrst order reactions, the 

output will depend on the sequence in which the flow passes 

through the vessels, so that to correctly predict the per

formance of the system, more information is required as to 

the flow pattern.

Anooher factor which may cause the model to incorrectly 

predict the performance when l-on-llnrar processes are involved, 

is the concept of segregation. This was originally proposed 

by Danckwwets (10) and is a measure of the effectiveness of 

the mixing process. Thus a "wei mixed*’ tank may contain 

discrete fragments of fluid between which there is no mixing 

on a mooeeular scale, and which behave individually as plug 

flow reactors. This wm^LLd still give the same residence time 

distribution function as for an ideal CFSTR but because of the 

absence of complete homooeenety would not give the same per

formance where non linear processes were involved.

Thus a mixed moclel is not uniquely defined from res

idence time distribution curves alone, and additional flow 
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information Is required if the mooel is to correctly predict 

the behaviour of the system for all types of processes.

2••1. Derived Results for Fitting Mooels

The general procedure for fittnng a compposte mooel 

is to consider the shape of the residence time distribution 

curve of the whole system and consider how this shape can be 

synthesised from a combbi^n^ttion of the residence time dis

tribution curves of the ideal flow regions. (For examples 

of this see Levennpiel and Bischoff (8)). In adddtion, know

ledge of the flow patterns occurring within the system may 

suggest the best configuration of the required flow regions 

and the types of interconnecting flow.

The final step is to determine the parameters of the 

model regions (L.s. the volumes of the respective regions and 

the flow rates through them) by matching the response para

meters of the mooel to the experimeetelly obtained response 

parameters the system.

It should be stressed that it is preferable to keep 

the moolel simple, with as few parameeers as possible, and it 

is evident that the number of parameters in the moolel cannot 

exceed the number of experimeritelly obtained parameters of the 

system.

In the present work the available parameters are: the 

mean residence time, the variance, the total voidage and the 

measured flow velocities in the system. It is convenient to 

derive other quaaittLns from these parameters and these derived 

quan^ties are shown in table III.
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TABLE III

DERIVED PARAMETERS

COLUMN
HEIGHT

( INCHES)

AIR FLOW 
RATE 

(CU.FT/SEC)

STAGNANT 
VOLUME 
(CU.FT)

■t.
( SE^IS )

■a

(SECS)
R

13.25 0.045 -0004 0.47 0.55 3.0
13.25 0.054 0. )00 0.43 0.51 2.8
13.25 0.063 0. )08 0.40 0.52 2.2
13.25 0.090 0. 10 0.35 0.47 1.8

19.25 0.045 -0.008 0.68 0.61 3.0
19.25 0.054 -0.012 0.62 0.86 2.2
19.25 0.063 0. )01 0.58 0.74 2.3
19.25 0.090 0.014 0.51 0.56 2.0
19.25 0.135 0. >54 0.45 0.41 2.4

25.25 0.045 -0.02 0.89 0.76 2.4
25.25 0.054 -0.010 0.81 0.94 1.6
25.25 0.063 0.016 0.76 0.73 2.1
25.25 0.090 0.033 0.66 0.59 2.5
25.25 0.135 0.090 0.59 0.50 2.5

37.25 0.045 0.001 1.31 1.12 1.8
37.25 0.063 0. 128 1.12 0.90 2.3
37.25 0.081 0.076 1.02 0.76 2.2
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The stagnant vol^ume has already been discussed in 

sub-section 2.3.3 It is considered that it does not take 

part in the flow within the system, and when constructing the 

model, its position and linkage with the other regions are 

quite arbitrary and need not be defined.

t_ is derived from the ascending velocity of the 

bubbles (v) in the system (section 2.3,1.) and is the time 

required for them to rise through the height of the tank, 

i.e. t_ = H.v

Since v is a linear function of 1 (see section 2.3.1.)
Q

t_ may be represented by 

(Ul,l)

where a and b are constants.

t/p is the difference between the mean residence time 

and t_, and R is the ratio of the standard deviation of the 

residence time distribution, to tp» These quantities have no 

exact physical significance but will be found useful in analy

sing the moodes.

2./.2. Use of Transfer Functions

The method to be used in the blowing mociel analyses 

is to derive the transfer function for the motilel and from 

this obtain directly the mean residence time and the variance 

of the residence time distribution.

The transfer function a system can be defined as

follows:

Connider that there is an input signal (e.g. the
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concentration of the input stream) to the system which is a 

function of time, i(t), and that the corresponding output as 

a function of time is o(t), and let these two functions have
A

Laplace transforms I(s) and 0(s), respectively. Then if Gs) 

is the transfer function of the systemj

0(s) = G(s).I(s)

Thus the transfer function may be obtained from the ratio of 

the Laplace transform of the output, to the Laplace transform 

of the input.

As examppes, the transfer function of a CFSTR with a

mean residence time of z is and that of a plug flow

reactor with the same mean residence time is e"ZS.

When the transfer function refers to concentration 

changes, since the Laplace transform of a delta pulse is 

unity, it will be seen that the transfer function will be 

the Laplace transform of the C curve or exit residence time 

distribution.

The great advantage in working in terms of the transfer 

function is that it can be shown that for all practical cases 

the foUowing relationship holds:-

The nth mommnt of the residence time distribution

For a full description of the Laplace transform and 

its use see, for examppe, Chuuchhll (11).
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where C(t) is the residence time distribution function and 

c(s) is the corresponding transfer function. The derivation 

of this relationship is given in appendix IV.

Thus the mommets (particularly the mean residence time, 

and the mean square resicience time, T^) can be obtained directly 

from the transfer function.

2.M3. Circular Flow Moddl

There are two simple, coeepoite region mooels which 

could give the shape of the experimental residence time dis

tribution curve obtained. The iirst of these is based on the 

observed circular flow within the tank and approximates this 

by two plug flow reactors as shown in figure lU(a).

The full air flow Q enters at the bottom of plug flow 

reactor 1 and ascends with uniform velocity U. At the exit 

of reactor 1, a side flow qo is taken off and returns down 

plug flow reactor 2, with uniform velocity u. Transfer be

tween the two reactors occurs along the whole of their length 

and is governed by a distribution function f(x), defined such 

that the quantity (dq) transferred across a small segment of 

depth dx, at distance x from the top of the reactor is given 

by: dq = f(x)dx

By considering smaH segments of each reactor, with 

flows and co^Ge^ations as shown in figure 1Mb) a mass 

balance on the tracer gives the following equations:
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FIGURE 14 (cl) CIRCULAR flow model diagram

0) MASS BALANCE segments
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for 1 (*+3.1)

for 2 (43.2)

The boundary conditions for this system are as follows:

at x = 0, c = c' = ce, and q = qo;

at x = H, c = co, and q = 0;

at t = 0, c = 0 and c ’ = 0.

By taking Laplace transforms of c and c‘, denoted by 

c and c' respectively, equations U3.I and ^3*2 become:

and

(^3.3)

(U3.M

Equation U3.U can be solved to give:

Equution ^3.3 can be integrated, using an integrating 

factor of (Q + q).exp (-sx/U), to give:

0+3-6)
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SuUiSLtutino of the boundary conditions and the value of c* 

in equation ^3.6, and subsequent rearrnngement gives the 

transfer function;

As a check the zeroth moment of the residence time distribution

This is the correct value.

The mean residence time and the variance may be obtained by 

taking the limiting values of the transfer function derivatives 

as explained previously and this is found to yield

and

(1+3.9)

(**3.10)

where 0+3.1D
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and (M3.12)

These may be evaluated if a suitable expression is obtained

for

From the smoothness of the residence time curve, it 

seems probable that f(x) itself is a smooth continuous function 

over the range 0 x H, and from observation of the flow 

Within the tank a possible function would be:

since f(x) should decrease as x increases.

By substituting this function into equations M3.ll 

and *3.12, and putting the values of B and C so obtained into 

h3»9 and M3.10, the following expressions are obtained:

where

and may be considered as a measure of the circulation time.

(n is restricted such that n o)

in terms of the derived parameeers of the system

and hence
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From experimental values of t2, R, u and U, these 

expressions can be solved to give qo and n. (Here u may be 

assumed to be approx. 1A U). Solutions can best be found

graphically by plotting as a function of n in the two cases.

However on doing this, it was found that only in a 

few experimental cases were there solutions that were real 

in n and most of the experimental results did not yield a 

solution. This of course is not a fundamennal blow to the 

moo el since it meeely suggests using a different function for

and in fact a function of the form can be

fiteed successfully.

A more serious fault in the model lies in the form 

tc^which is directly prspostisnal to H. Again it can be argued 

that this will depend on the form of the function f(x) but 

it has been found that for many types of function, continuous 

over the range 0 < x < H, this propporionnaity still holds 

true though it has not been proved expllcitly for functions 

in general.

This indicates that Y itself is directly propootional 

to H, which is contrary to experimental findings, since the 

regressed expression for Y ? equation includes a fairly

large constant term:
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Thus although this model is useful in evaluating the 

experimental results in terms cf the observed circular flow,

and specifying the type of distribution must be to fit the

observed results, it is felt that the agreement between the 

predicted and experimental forms cf the expression for the 

mean residence time is insufficient to justify the use of this 

mooiel in describing the system.

2.U. U. Anaaysis of Mixed Flow Model

The second type of mo<iel which could result in the 

observed shape of the residence time distribution is a com

bination of a plug flow reactor and a CFSTR arranged as shown 

in figure 15(a).

The way in which the curve for the raooel may be syn

thesised from the curves of the individual regions is shown 

in figure 15(b)•

The mood consists of plug flow reactor 1, with a 

CFSTR 2 at the exit of 1, taking in a part (q) of the exit 

stream, and feeding an equal amount directly back. This mooel 

would then account for the time delay, the sharp initial peak 

and the exponents! decay towards the tail, found in the ex

perimental curve.

This mmoel may be compared to the actual flows in the 

tank, with reference to figure 5, as follows: the plug flow 

reactor corresponds to regions 1 and 2, and the CFSTR corresponds 

to region 3. The contents of region *+ may be considered as 

contributing to the stagnant volume.
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The transfer function for the system may be synthesised 

much as the residence time distribution is, in figure 15(b), 

toby considering a portion of the inflowing stream 

pass only through reactor 1 and thus experience meeely a time 

delay T-, and the rest of the inflowing stream to pass through

Thus

1 and 2 in series.

Where and

therefore

therefore

(b4.1)

and similarly

therefore

(bb.2)
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FIGUR.E 15 (a) MIXED MODEL FLOW DIAGRAM

RESIDENCE time distribution curve FOR ABOVE model



It is clear that corresponds to t-j,, the time for

bubbles tt rise through the tank, which can be obtained from 

equation 31.1 by multiplying through by H (in inches):

from which

From equation kl+.2,
(th.3)

The experimentally determined equations forTand <"

(35A and 35*6) were:

and (M-U.M

Comiariett between experimental and ttnotetical 

equations for Y suggests that the term in H is nssentlally 

the same in both equations and hence the required expression 

for V2 is:

(M+.5)

Simiiarly, a comms-rison of the equations for 0" shows

that if is assumed to be conntant, this expression

for Vg gives the same form of , in both equations. By sub- 

stitutnng for V2 In equation M+3, and from equation M+.U, the 

foioowing identity for cr is obtained:
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From this identity, the equation of terms in gives

(M.6)

and the equation of the constant terms gives

(M+.7)

The close agreement of these two values for

shows that the same expression for Vg gives exact correspondence 

between experimental and theoretical equations for both Y and 0" . 

This expression for Vg is

The mean value of from equations ^.6 and M.7, is

3A.

The assumption that is constant can be

checked by reference to table III, since

There is a possible tendency for R to decrease with increasing 

air flow rate particularly at the lower tank heights, but in 

general the variation o^ R is fairly random and justifies the 

assumption.

It is therefore suggested that the proposed compooste 

model can be used to represent the system over the range of 

the parameters covered by the experimental work, though it is 

possible that at the lowest air flow rate the monel may not 

be a very good fit.
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The parameters for this model are sumiaaaised below.

Plug Flow Region CFSTR

Flow through region
(cu.ft./sec.)

Q 0*3 Q

Volume of region 
(cu.ff.)

O.O18.H*Q* + 0.008H 0.0009H + 0.3Q

.lean residence time 0*018H + 0*0083 0*003| + 1*1of contents of region 
(secs)



3• Other aork

This part contains the results of work performed 

subsequently to that reported in part 2, partly to subiSanSlbtr 

the findings therein, and partly to investigate further 

aspects of the system.

The first section deals with the effects of in

hibited coalescence and liquid viscosity changes, using 

tracer methods as in part 2. The second section is a report 

of photographic work performed in an attempt to elucidate the 

mechanism of bubble removal from the system, and the third 

section is a report of experiments performed to obtain some 

mesute of the rate of coalescence between bubbles within 

the system.
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3.1 Effects on the System of Certain Liquid Properties

In this section are reported the results of invest

igations concerning the effects on the system of two liquid 

proppeties. These were (i) the effects of additives such 

as to inhibit coalescence and (ii) liquid viscosity effects.

The methods used were those previously mentioned 

(see part 2) and results were obtained for the voidage and 

for the residence time distribution pMrawet^ifs.

3.1.1. Effects of Coalescence

The effects on the system of inhibiting coalescence 

between gas bubbles were investigated by mixing minute 

quaattties of acetic acid with the water in the tank. 

Pattie (12) has recorded that aqueous solutions of acetic 

acid stronger than .0005 parts acetic acid by weight, effect

ively prevent coalescence and consequently a dilution of 

approximately .0006 parts by weight was used.

The moot noticeable effect was an increase in the 

voidage. The 25i - inch high tank was used throughout these 

experiments and values of the voidage fraction for various 

air flow rates are shown below.

Air flow rate (cu.ft./sec.) . M-5 .063 .090 .135

Voidage fraction (%) 5.7 8.7 13.5 21.0

These results are also shown plotted on figure 16, 

which shows the line obtained previously for the voidage
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FIGUR1 16 VOIDAGE FRACTIONS FOR VARIOUS LIQUIDS
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fraction under normal coalescence comndtions* As can be 

seen, the voidage fraction in this case is increased by 20-50$, 

the fractional increase being greater at the higher air flow 

rates*

Visual observation showed that the bubbling liquid 

had become milky and almost opaque in appearance and this 

change was due to the presence o^ large quuanities of very 

small bubbles, formally smm bubbles are removed from the 

system by coalescence with larger bubbles since their terminal 

velocities in the liquid are too smm. to allow them to reach 

the surface at ml quickly* (This point has been more fully 

discussed in subsection 2*3*5*). In this case, this means 

of removal was no longer available and hence a large steady 

state conccnnration of them nccumaaatedf

Tracer experiments showed that the residence time 

distribution curve parameters were not affected by the in

hibition of coalescence nor by the associated increase in 

voidage* Thus the increased voidage under these concidtions 

only contributes to an increase in the stagnant volume*

These results sabbtlactLnte the arguments presented 

in subsection 2*3*5* that the stagnant volume corresponds to 

the snaaier bubbles within the system*

3.1.2* Effects of Liquid Viscosity

To determine the effects of the liquid viscosity on 

the system, glycerol solutions of varying strengths were 

used* The results obtained from tracer experiments and other 
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work are shown in table IV, which also includes the correspond

ing results for pure water.

Lable-JV

Reeuuts for glycerol solutions

Liquid 
Viscosity 
(c.poise)

Tank Ht. 
(ins)

Air flow 
rate 
cu.ft./sec.

T 
(secs)

Variance 
(sec2)

Vo lidage 
fraction

No. of 
Readings 
in SamDle

0.01-5 1.06 3.76 6.2 16
7.0 13.25 0.063 0.95 1.53 9.0 13

(55% 0.090 0.86 0.75 11.6 15
glycerol)

0.0+5 1.78 3.6 5.6 15
*+.*+ 25.25 0.063 1.53 3.0 - 15

(+3* 0.090 1.25 - 12.8 12
glycerol)

ComDpaable readings for water

0.0+5 1.02 2.76 + .8 10
1.0 13.25 0.063 0.92 1.27 7.6 32

0.090 0.82 0.69 9.7 13

0.0+5 1.65 3.29 +.3 25
1.0 25.25 O.O63 1.+9 2.31 6.6 33

0.090 1.25 2*2+ 8.8 18

The results for the voidage fractions are shown plotted 

on figure 16, and it can be seen that they are again higher 

than the results for water but correspond closely to those 

obtained with the dilute acetic acid solution. Visual ob

servation showed there to be a large increase in the number 

of smaller size bubbles formed and,with the agreement of these 

voidage fractions with those for the acetic acid solutions, 

it seems likely that the voidage increase is again predominantly 

caused by these smaHer bubbles. In this case it is assumed
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that coaLescence is by the higher visco^:it^y of the

Liquid} since pattie (12) rnerrt^ns that high viscosity organic 

liquids do not inhibit coalescence by surface activation.

Ihe effects of viscosity on the mean residence time 

do not appear to be significant and the slight differences be

tween these data and those for wwter lie wwei within the es

timated errors of the experiment. This result suggests that 

the Increased voidage is due entirely to an increase in the 

stagnant or dnadeeter regions - more speccfically the smaller 

bubbles, which agrees with the observations above.

That the gas-phase mean residence time is unchanged 

by liquid viscosity increases of the order of 7 times, is 

perhaps surprising. Howwver the report by Haberman and Morton 

(9), on the modon of bubbles in various liquids, shows that 

for bubble radii in excess of 0.25 cm., the terminal velocity 

of the bubbles in *2$ and $6% glyceroL-water solutions is no 

less than in pure water. Since the initial bubble size at the 

orifice is 0.68 cms. radius, it would appear that the v^C-oc^ 1^'ties 

of all but the smaller bubbles in these glycerol solutions 

would be much the same as those in wwaer. The smiler bubbles 

are considered to be stagnant in any case, so that the effective 

residence time distribution would not be altered.

The effect of liquid viscosity on the variance of the 

residence time distribution is more pronounced, the values being 

higher in all cases than those for w^a^t^ir. Again the increase 

is sufficiently that it can be accounted for by the es-

dma^d experimental, error, and in ihe case of the values 
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obtained from the 252 in. high tank, the corresponding values 

for water were rather low Ln any case.

However it is possible, since all the values are in

creased that a definite effect exists. In terms of the mixed 

floe model (subsection 2AA.) the effect of increasing the 

variance is either an increase in volume 22 or an increase of

the ratio Since an increase in V£ would also affect the

value of the mean residence time, it seems more probable that

the effect is an increase in l.e. a decrease in flow rate q.

This is feasible if flow q is considered to co^si^ist of the 

bubbles that tend to be at the smiler end the size range, 

such that their velocities are just starting to be affected 

by the increased viscosity.

In sumrnaay, these results show that liquid viscosity 

changes in the range investigated tend to have little effect 

other than increasing the stagnant volume of the gas phase. 

A slight effect on the variance of the residence time distribution 

curve may exist and suggests changes in the mociel as ^Bentoned.



3.2. But^b^Ile Remooal at the Surface

As an aid to understanding the mechanism of bubble 

removal from the system, and possibly to shed further light 

on the arnlnsrd mooee, a series of studies was made which 

involved the high speed filming of the changes occurring in 

the system when the air supply was cut off.

The experimental procedure was as follows. Initially 

the tank was bubbling in a steady state with a certain constant 

air flow rate. The camera was started and when it had reached 

the correct filming speed, the air supply to the lower chamber 

was cut off and simultaneously the lower chamber was vented 

to the atmosphere. This had the effect of abruDtly cutting 

off the flow of bubbbes, and the subsequent changes in the 

system were recorded on film. A little water ernined through 

the orifice holes during this period but this flow was too 

small to appreciably affect the liquid height.

A quan^ta^^ measurement that could be obtained from 

the film was of the total height of the bubbling liquid. This 

was a very difficult measurement to make because the surface 

of the liquid was very broken and many waves made a csn-istrot 

determination of its exact position lmplosSblr. Also, since 

the camees's optical axis was below the Level of the surface, 

the picture was often confused and the rest of the surface 

obscured by wave crests on the side of the tank nearest to the 

camera. For these reasons the experimental scatter is quite 
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large, as can be seen from figure 17 which shows the change 

in liquid height with time for a typical run.

As can be seen from this figure, it is possible to 

split the curve into two roughly linear segrneets, and moot of 

the curves show this feature.

In terms of the mixed flow model of subsection 2.4.4.

and the tank flow regions of figure 5, these curves may be 

interpreted as follows: The first segment, A, may be considered 

as corresponding to the oeriod during which the air in the 

plug flow region 2 is coming up and out of the tank. At the

same time air from the CFSTR region 3 is also leaving the tank

and thus the initial rate of change of gas-liquid volume with 

respect to time should equal the sum of these two flows, i.e. 

the total air flow rate. The table below gives the data from 

all the curves that could be evaluated, and it wil be seen 

that there is reasonable agreement between the rate of change 

of volume calculated from the slope of segment A, and the total 

air flow rate before shut-off.

Run Nurnmer 1 2 3 4 5
Initial Air Flow
rate (cu.ft./sec) 0.090 0.090 0.135 0.135 0.135

Slope A
(cu.ft./sec) 0.080 0.088 0.109 0.140 0.122

Time to end of 
plug flow (sec) 0.8? o.55 0.90 0.85 -

Slope B
(cu.ft./sec) 0.M-3 0.060 0.036 .060

Slope B
Initial Air flow 0.48 0.^ 0.44 0.26 0.44
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F1GURL 17 GRAPH OF CHANGE OF HEIGHT OF SURFACE

WITH TIME WHEN AIR FLOW WAG CUTOFF.
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From the films it was possible to see approximately when the 

last of the plug flow bubbles reached the surface, and this 

point is marked on figure 17. At this time the circular moOion 

of the liquid was greatly reduced and the bubbles previously 

swept downwards by it were beginning to rise.

The second segment of the curve, B, is again nearly 

linear and from the film it could be seen that this segment 

corresponded to the rise and loss of these bubbles from the 

system. The rate of loss of gas bubbles at the surface at 

this stage seemed to be controlled solely by the rate at which 

the bubbles reached the surface. Since they were fairly 

equally distributed in the tank the rate at which they reached 

the surface was constant, giving a constant slope to the seg

ment.

In terms of the mixed flow mooel the slope of segment

B should correspond to the sum of the flow out of CFSTR region

3, plus a certain amoouit of stagnant volume that flows out 

of the tank through the space vacated by the plug flow. If 

it is assumed that initially for this segmeen, this stagnant 

flow is about 1/A to 1/3 of the total flow, since this is about 

the fraction of cross-sectional area previously occupied by 

the plug flow, a rough estimate of the magiiitude of q can be 

made.

From the table the ratio has a

mean value of about 0A1, hence
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This result is in agreement with the value of 0.3

obtained for in the previous studies.

Thus this work shows that the rate of loss of bubbles 

at the surface at lower rates and under less disturbed con

ditions seems to be determined solely by the rate at which 

they reach the surface. At the higher rates of loss the system 

was too disturbed to yield results. These loss rates may be 

interpreted in terms of the mixed mociel with good agreement 

as previously shown.



3•3• Rate of Bubble Coalescence

In this section is reported the investigation made 

into the frequency of bubble coalescence within the system. 

The method used is described in the foioowing subsection, and 

makes use of the almost instantaneous gas phase reaction between 

nitric oxide and oxygen to yield nitrogen dioxide, together 

with the fact that nitric oxide is almost Insoluble in water 

whhreas nitrogen dioxide is very soluble.

The analysis required to evaluate the data and its 

results are covered in a further subsection.

3.3*1. Bxperimeetal Meehod. Principles, ano Reeuits

Nitric oxide was injected into the tank through the 

usual tracer injection system and care was taken to prevent 

it coming into contact with any air before it was injected. 

The exact amount of nitric oxide Injected each time was de

termined by recording the reservoir pressure before and after 

injection.

Bubbles of pure nitric oxide did not tend to dissolve 

but as soon as they coalesced with air bubbles, nitrogen 

dioxide was formed and this dissolved rapidly to give a 

mixture of nitrous and nitric acids. The nitrous acid rapidly 

decomposes to give nitric oxide and more nitric acid and thus 

the net reaction for the dissolution of the nitrogen dioxide 

in water may be witten:
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The imppications of this reaction are discussed in 

the next subsection.

The quern mty of nitric acid formed in the naer, 

after each injection of nitric oxide was determined by means 

of a pH meeer, which sampled a side stream of liquid taken 

from one drain hole and returned via another. The output 

of the pH meter was recorded on a chart recorder for ease 

in evaluating the results.

The one disadvantage of this method was that the pH 

of the water was buffered to some extent by dissolved carbon 

dioxide. ConsequunSly a calibration between the change of pH 

and the amount of equivalent acid or base absorbed by the 

system was obtained before and after the nitric 

oxide injection runs, by adding successive measured quaaSttirs 

of standardised sulphuric acid and standardised potass^m 

hydroxide solution and recording the subsequent change of pH.

These experiments were performed with a tank height 

of 25i in., at two different air flow rates and the results 

were as follows:

The last line of results - gm. moles of nitric acid

Air flow rate (cu.ft./sec) 0.063 0.090

Mean Volume of nitric oxide 
injected (ccs) 57 57

Therefore Gm. moles of nitric 
oxide injected 2.71* x 10"3 2.71 x 10'3

M^ean gm. moles of nitric acid 
formed in the water 1.7 7 1.5 x 10’* 6.7 t 1.7 x IO'1*
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iormed in the water - was obtained from the changes in pH 

of the solution using the calibration obtained by adding 

standardised acid, as mentioned previously. These results 

were quite scattered, as is indicated by the quoted error 

which was estimated from the variance at the 95$ confidence 

limits.

3.3.2. Annlysis of the Reeults using a Mooel for the 
Coalescence Behaviour

For the coalescence model presented here, the foioowing 

basic assumptions are made: (1) There is a uniform bubble 

size. (volume of a bubble = Vb)

(2) When coalescence occurs be

tween two bubbbes, their contents are compPitely mixed and 

this mixture then splits into two identical bubbbes. This 

whole process is instantaneous.

(3) The probbaility of coalescence 

is coi^s^ltai^lt, under constant experimental conddtions, and in

dependent of the gas compposition of the bubbbes, and of their 

position in the tank.

The reaction between oxygen (or air) and nitric oxide 

is practically instantaneous at room temppeature (13) in the 

gas phase and is given by the foioowing equation

In the case of coalescence in the tank between a 

bubble of pure nitric oxide and one of air, since both bubbles 

are assumed to have the same volume, the equation muut be
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written

If the change in voiume is neglected and it is assumed 

that the right hand mixture splits into two equal volumes 

(bubbles), a further coalescence gives:

Hence it can le seen that two coalescences are necessary 

to achieve compPete oxidation of the nitric oxide and that an 

intermediate bubble compoostion exists containing thirty-three 

per cent nitric oxide, twenty-two percent nitrogen dioxide 

and the remainder nitrogen.

Further coalescences beyond this stage of compPete 

oxidation only serve to dilute the conncnnration of nitrogen 

dioxide in the bubbles but at the same time the interfacial 

area exposed to nitrogen dioxide is increased. However it 

can be shown that the absorption of nitrogen dioxide is 

sufficiently rapid that, under the prevailing experimental 

conmtions, 70-75$ of the nitrogen dioxide formed will be 

dissolved. (see appendix V)

The derivation for the amount of nitrogen dioxide 

formed is as follows. Let m be the rate of coalescence per 

bubble per second, N' be the number of bubbles containing 

pure nitric oxide initially injected, and N the number of 

those bubbles remaining at time t. Also let n be the number 

of bubbles of nitric oxide which have only undergone one 

coalescence at time t, and contain thirty-three percent nitric 

oxide.
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Therefore (33.1)

and (33.2)

Equation 33*1 assumes that all the coalescences of the 

nitric oxide bubbles will be with air bubbles, and does not 

allow for the fact that some of the coalescences will be be

tween bubbles which each contain nitric oxide and that for

these coalescences The same argument applies to

equation 33*2. However since the tracer flow rate during the 

period of injection is forty times less than the air flow 

rate, and conditions at the orifice plate tend to mix the 

tracer bubbles directly in with the air bubbbes, these effects 

wil only be slight and corrections for them are probably not 

worthwhile in view of the rather low accuracy of the experimental 

results.

By taking Laplace transforms in both equations 33.1 

and 33.2, the following ti^c^n^s^f'omed equations are obtained

therefore

therefore

Inversion of these equations yields N and n:

The volume of nitric oxide initially injected = N'Vb
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The volume of nitric oxide left after time

Therefore the fraction of nitric oxide remaining after time t

(33.3)

This fraction of nitric oxide remaining, as calculated 

from the moodl, may now be equated to the experimental results, 

to yield a value of m, as follows.

The net reaction for the dissolution of nitrogen 

dioxide in water is, as mentioned previously,

Thus for every three moles of nitrogen dioxide 

dissolving, a further mole of nitric oxide is formed. Under 

the prevailing experimental conditions this would tend to 

return to the gas phase where it could be oxidised to form 

more nitrogen dioxide which in turn would dissolve to give 

nitric acid and nitric oxide. Theeefore, depending on the 

rates at which these various steps took place, between 0.67 

and 1.0 moles of nitric acid would be formed for every original 

mole of nitrogen dioxide dissolving. From the analysis and 

arguments presented in appendix V, 75% of the nitrogen dioxide 

formed is considered to dissolve during the mean residence 

time of the gas phase and consequeetly, for the purposes of 

this calculation, it is assumed that 0.55 moles of nitric acid 

are formed for every mole of NO2 formed from the original nitric
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oxide injected.

Thus the number of moles of nitrogen dioxide formed 

may be calculated from the results for the number of moles of 

nitric acid formed, and hence the fraction of nitric oxide 

not reacted may be evaluated. By equating this to expression 

33*3, and using the mean residence time as a value for t, 

the foilowing values of m for the two experimental cases were 

evaluated:

at Q = 0.063 cu.ft./sec, m = 0.53

at Q = 0.090 cu.ft./sec, m = 0.93

So far in this analysis m has been considered merely

as the average coalescence rate per bubble under the conditions 

existing in the tank and therefore its value depends on the 

degree and thoroughness of mixing as well as the conccnnration 

of bubbles. This latter effect may be allowed for by con

sidering that m is propootional to the mean connennration of 

bubbles in the tank,

i.c.

where

Value of m' obtained by applying these equations are as follows: 

at Q = 0.063 cu.ft./sec, tn* = 3.8 x 10 cu.ft./sec and

at Q = 0.090 cu.ft./sec, m’ = M-.6 x 10“ cu.ft./sec

(Note that m' is the rate of coalescence per bubble per mit 

bubble conncentation, per second, or alternatively the rate 

of coalescence per unit volume, per (bubble concentration) 

per second).
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From these results it is seen that m' appears to be 

greater at increased flow rates which is to be expected from 

the higher bubble velocities and degree of mixing. This in

crease though is not significant when compared to the estimated 

error in the experimental measurements and may be purely 

coincidental.

In view of these experimental errors, the simplicity 

of the mooel and the assumptions made, the values of m and m* 

should be regarded only as estimates of the order of maanntude 

of the true values, rather than as accurate results. The mag

nitude of m is 3uch that for the higher flow rate it predicts 

that on the average every bubble can be expected to undergo 

at Least one coalescence whist in the tank, and for the lower 

flow rate the expeetation of coalescence of each bubble w^hi^ist 

in the tank drops to about 3/4.



*. Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has reported the investigations made into 

the use of tracer methods to determine the residence time 

distribution of the gas phase existing in a bubbling reactor. 

Other work has been performed to obtain a more complete picture 

of the mixing patterns occiurring within the gas phase, and 

the results of the whole work may be summaaised as follows.

(a) The bubble and liquid flow within the tank had 

a pronounced circular pattern which tended to give high up

ward bubble velocities. Consequuetly a large proportion of 

the air flow passed through the tank in a very short time.

(b) The mean residence time and the standard deviation 

of the residence time distribution could be related to the tank 

height and the air flow rate by the ^locwing equations:

These equations could be represented by a iomalrSte 

region moodl, composed of a plug flow reactor foioowed by a 

CFSTR with by-pass flow.

(c) The voidage fraction increased linearly with the 

air flow rate.

(d) At the higher air flow rates, the mean residence time 

was far smaller than would be predicted from the ratio of the 

total gas volu^me to the air flow rate. This indicates that
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an increasing l^slostion of the gas volume acted as stagnant 

volume which has been Identified with the smaai gas bubbles.

(e) The decrease in the standard deviation of the 

residence time distribution suggests that the flow through 

the system nllrnnchrd plug flow at the higher air flow rates.

(f) Liquid viscosity changes in the range 1-7 

crotipsisr affected only the voyage fraction, and this effect 

was thought to be due to the inhibition of coalescence.

(g) The bubble coalescence rate within the system 

was quite high and suggested that mcot bubbles undergo at 

least one coalescence whiist in the system.

The practical alplicatisos of this work are discussed 

in nllendix VI.

As an extension of this work, the fslSowing suggestions 

are made.

(i) Further work could be done using higher air foow 

rates, though this would require changes in the sampling 

system at least. In the present work, it was found that at 

air flow rates above those used, the surface of the liquid 

became so disturbed that its lositiso was difficult to deter

mine and attempts to sample the gas flow as it emerged from 

the surface resulted in flooding of the sampling system. As 

an nltrroatier to redesigning the sampling system, a different 

type of tracer and detection system 0^^ be used, which would 

not be affected by the presence of liquid, ro example that 

may be cited, is the method of Caleerbaok et al.(3) who used 
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mercury vapour as the tracer and U.V. absorption for its 

detection.

(ii) The effects of different methods of air injection, 

to give different flow patterns within the system, could be 

investigated. This might require a different method of tracer 

injection, or more moodfications as mentioned above might be 

considered.

(iii) The behaviour of the system as a gas-liquid 

contacting device could be studied, using a standard reaction 

such as the oxidation of sodium sulphite solution, and this 

would test the results contained herein. In this connection 

further information woiaUd also be required on the mixing 

occurring In the liquid phase and the gas-liquid interfacial 

area or the mean bubble size.

(iv) Further investigations could also be made of 

the effects of liquid propperies, paaticularly of the effects 

of liquid viscosities higher than the range covered in the 

present work.
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Appendix I - Literature Survey

This survey has been divided into three sections.

The first deals with papers on the subject of bubbling at 

single or multiple orifices, and the second with papers on 

the determination of reactor flow patterns and related be

haviour. The few papers covering both topics are included in 

the tatter section. The third section indicates the relevant 

findings that influenced the design and operation in this 

work.

(i) Much work has been done on the formation of 

bubbles at single orifices (5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19). 

This has shown that as the rate of gas flow through an orifice 

is increased, there are three distinct regimes of bubble for- 

maaion.

In the first regime, at very low gas flow rates, 

bubble formation is determined by the static equilibrium of 

surface tension and buoyancy forces. From a balance of these 

forces, an equation for the bubble volume is obtained which 

depends on the diameter of the orifice and the physical pro

perties of the system,

(The symbols in this section will be found with the rest of 

the norneenlature at the end of the thesis).

This formula has been tested experimeenally by many
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of the early wookers in this field, whose results are listed 

by Datta, Napier and Hewitt (16), as well as by Davidson and 

Amick (5) and by Van Kevelen and Hoofijzer (18). These 

wookers confirm that for a given system with constant orifice 

size, the bubble size is constant for varying flow rate. This 

regime can be convennently called the constant volume regime.

At higher gas flow rates, the bubbling frequency stops 

increasing and remains fairly constant wliHe the bubble volume 

increases instead. This regime, the constant frequency regime, 

has been investigated by Van Kevelen and Hoffijzer (18), 

Davidson and Amick (5), and by Leibson et al. (6). Van 

Kevelen and Hoofi,^^ (18), using orifices less than 0.02 

inches in diameTer, claimed that in this regime bubble size 

is independent of orifice size, but work by Davidson and 

Ammck (5), and Leibson et al. (6) using larger size orifices, 

has shown a rel^at;o^r^shi^p between bubble size and the square 

root the orifice diameter. Their equations are:

Vb = 0.189 (Qr*)

and D = 0.18 d^Re1^, respectively and these show

very good agreement when reduced to a similar form (6). 

Davidson and Amick (5) also derive the equation for the con

stant bubble frequency and show it to be:
f = 9.09Q0,133 r*0A3^

Thus the bubble frequency is not quite constant but increases 

slightly with the gas flow rate.
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The third regime of bubbling occurs at higher gas 

flows, when turbulence develops in the gas flow through the 

orifice. This regime was investigated by Deibson et a_.(6), 

who showed that bubble formation was very non-uniform, and 

that the distribution of bubbles sizes was close to a log

arithmic normal probbbblity distribution.

The effect of the volume of the gas chamber immeeditely 

below the orifice (Vc) has been studied by Hughes et al.(17) 

and by Davidson and Amick (5). The former wookers found that 

bubble formation depended on a dim^r^si.oi^less group

for which a critical value was about O.85« For subbcitical 

values of this group (i.e. smaller chamber volumes), bubble 

formation was found to be independent of the chamber volume 

and to occur by a iishanisi of delayed release. B^^^lo^le growth 

is accompanied by a rise in the chamber pressure unnil a point 

is reached at which the bubble detaches itself and the chamber 

pressure drops abruptly. For values of this group, Nc, greater 

than O.85, bubble formation depends on the size of chamber 

volume and, under identical connitions, the bubble volume 

increases as the chamber volume increases. The chamber pressure 

remains constant during bubble growth and release, which is 

a faster process than in the previous case. Davidson and 

Amick (5) also investigated these effects and confirmed the 

above results.

The effects of liquid propeeties and hyddootatic
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pressure have been investigated by several of the wookers 

mentioned above (15» 16, 12). In general it has been found 

that viscosity and hyd^ota^c pressure have little effect 

on bubble size, but that with surface tension variations, 

bubble volumes wem found to increase linearly as might be 

expected from the simple eyddostatic formula previously quoted. 

The mooion of single bubbles in liquids, after formation, 

has been extensively revCeeed and studied at the David W. 

Taylor Moodl Basin, and reports of this work are given by 

Rosenberg (29) and by Haberman and Morton (9).

The performance of muuiiple orifices has not received 

as much investigation to date as that of single orifices.

An early paper by Verschoor (7) describes work done 

with fairly narrow columns, at the bottom of which the gas 

was introduced into the liquid through a porous glass filter. 

Using a number of different Liquids, he found that at the 

lower gas flow rates, the voidage increased Linearly with 

gas flow up to i critical point. At this point the voidage 

decreased with increasing gas flow, but then at even higher 

gas flow rates, the voidage increased again. For these 

menau^nmeets, a range of gas supper^H velocities of 0 - 

160 cms/sec. was used. He also calculated the mean ascending 

bubble velocities which showed an Irregular behaviour.

Similar work is reported by Siemes and co-workers 

(20, 21, 22) who used gas distributors made of sintered glass 

and sintered meeal. By photographing bubble swarms, they ob

tained bubble size distributions and observed the effects o.
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these of distributor pore size and gas flow rate.

Calderbank (M) has investigated the performance of 

muuliple slots and orifices under conddtions similar to common 

industrial practice. He found that under a very wide range 

of connitions, the frequency of bubbling remains constant 

at about 16 - 20 bubbbes/trc., and showed this to be con

sistent with the results obtained with single orifices by 

other w^o^t^€^e,s. In a later paper Calderbsrnk and Rennie (23) 

studied the p^ppeties of foams formed on sieve plates with 

cocurrent liquid flow. From flash photographs, using a 

unique statistical method, they determined the Sauter mean 

bubble size and found their results to compare very wei with 

those of Leibson et al. (6) for single orifices.

The contacting efficiencies of single and muutiple 

orifice plates in a one inch pipe, with cocurrent gas-liquid 

flow was investigated by Ottmers and Rase (2M-. They found 

the contacting efficiency to be fairly insensitive to the 

type of orifice plate used, lhither single orifice or muSliplr 

orifice, but to be far more dependent on the total gas flow 

rate and the plate spacing.

(ii) There have been very many papers published on 

reactor flow patterns and residence time dlt'tributrost of 

reactors and for a compl-ete review and bibliography the 

reader is referred to the review on the subject by Levennppel 

and Bischoff (8). The selection of papers here will be con

fined to those with a bearing on the present worlc and more 
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speecflcally to those dealing with stirred tanks.

The mixing efficiency of stirred tanks containing 

miscible liquids has been studied by Chooette and Cloutier (25), 

and also by Van de Vusse (26). The former workers studied 

the changes in outlet conccenration for a step change in the 

inlet concerinr ati on and found their results could be inter

preted by considering the actual stirred tank to be a com

bination of an ideal CFSTR, a bypass stream which did not mix 

with any of the tank contents, and a further volume that did 

not contribute at all to the mixing and could be considered 

as stagnant. The apparent volume of the CFSTR they named the 

active volume and they found that the sLze of this depended 

on the agitator speed, the type of imppeler, and the location 

of the feed inlet.

Van de Vusse (26), using a "Schlieren" technique, 

studied the time required to compputely mix two layers of 

miscible liquids in a stirred tank, and he found this time 

to be approximaaely the time required for the imppeler to 

circulate the total volume of the tank once. In a later 

paper (27), he proposed a model for this system in terms of 

circulating streams of liquid within the tank which are 

pumped around by the imppeler, and he correlated the per

formance of this model with experimental findings.

In the field of bubbling reactors, the only residence 

time studies on the gas phase so far reported are by Westteterp 

et al.(l) and by Calderbank, Moo-Young, and Fibby (3), 

though Gal-Or and Resnick (28) have mentioned that work on 
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this topic is in progress.

Weetteterp and co-workers (1) studied the response 

to a step change in compasStlon of the gas input to a gas

liquid stirred tank reactor, and fnloe the behaviour of the 

gas phase to be intermediate between one CFSTR and two CFSTR’s 

in series. They explained this by considering that the im

peller divided the tank flow patterns to give two perfectly 

mixed volumes. Their equipment and techniques were si illar 

to those used in the present work and are further discussed 

in the foloowing subsection.

Calderbnok and co-workers (3) investigated the residence 

time distribution and the rate of coalescence for clouds of 

uniform bubbles ris:Lng eertlcaLLy in a deep column of liquid. 

They found that coalescence occurred in their system by a 

mechanism of a larger slheeical cap bubble, once formed, 

rising rapidly and sweeping smaaier elliptical bubbles from 

its path. Under these conditions they fnane that coalescence 

rates Increased rapidly as the viscosity was increased and 

this was due to "wake effects" of the slherical cap bubble. 

From their residence time distribution curves it was deduced 

that the flow within their system was close to plug flow.

Other work on coalescence in two-phase systems has 

been dnov by Madden and 03116^^ (30), who studied the rate 

of coalescence between drops in a two-phase liquid-liquid 

system in a stirred tank reactor. They found that the co

alescence rate was increased both by the I^ppeter speed, and 

by the volume of the dispersed phase.
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(111) The work reported in the first section of this 

literature survey shows that, by suitable design and opei'ation, 

bubble formation can be in one of three regimes with respect 

to gas flow rate, and in one of two regimes according to the 

volume of the lower gas chambbr. In this study it was decided 

to work in the constant frequency regime with larger chamber 

volumes, since these are the conditions that prevail in in

dustrial plants. The orifice size and spacing on the plate 

were determined such that the bubbles would not interfere 

with one another at the plate during formation.

The selection of papers in the second section indicates 

methods and findings of other won'kers in this field and pro

vides a clmpolison with the findings of the present work. 

The work of /eeterterp et al.(l) may be directly compared 

with the present study and the folloeitg simiaa'ities and 

differences may be enumeeated:

(a) The physicll dimensions of the equipment were 

much the same for the two cases, though theirs was a stirred 

tank reactor.

(b) In their work, the step change in tracer con

centration was introduced into the gas flow before it entered 

the tank through a ring-shaped distributor. This could not 

be done in the present work since ideal plug flow could not 

occur in the bottom chamber.

(c) The top of their tank was conical to allow the 

whole of the gas flow to be collected, and the volume of the 

gas space in the cone was reduced by having the liquH level
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above the base of the cone. This was investigated in 

the present work, but it was found that the presence of the 

cone greatly affected the liquid and bubble flow patterns. 

Thus it would not be possible to relate the results so ob

tained to the behaviour of a noirm^a., flat-oopped, cylindrical 

tank.

(d) The gas space in the cone above the liquid was 

wwll stirred to allow them to assume ideal CFSTR flow for 

this region. In the present work, this was not considered 

necessary because of the smaal cone volume.

(e) A conventional mmthod of using packing to demist 

the gas was used, through which they assumed that plug flow 

occurred. Packing was not used in the present work because 

complex flow patterns might be associated with it, and in any 

case it was not needed.

(f) A similar method of detection was used; a side 

stream was drawn off through an orifice to a gas thermal

conduuctvity detector operating under paatial vacuum. 

Their detector consisted of electrical fiaairtts mounted 

directly in the wwll of the tube through which the sample 

stream passed; this configuration gave a fast response time.
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II (®) The Oopeation of the Analogue Cot^putier

A Pace TR-10 cor^l^Uf^:i was used, with a computing 

circuit as shown in figure 18. The signal voltages were 

kept as high as possible throughout the circuit to ensure 

the best possible accuracy and for this reason potentiometers 

were used extensively. The settings of these potentiometers 

shown on the diagram were for when helium was used as the 

tracer gas. When carbon dioxide was used, more sensitivity 

was required and the settings given tn brackets were used.

The integrators were switched on just before the 

timer was triggered, but their outputs remained at zero 

because the input signal was zero for t < o. At t = o, the 

timer ioraintatily closed the circuit of the two wires fed to 

it, which switched the coireaitor. This in turn switched on 

the input to the time ramp generating integrator, which 

generated a time signal until its value became 12.V. This 

is the maximum operational signal allowed on this 

and at this point the corretator switched the time ramp off. 

The total time for which the ramp was generated depended on 

the setting of potentiometer 9 and was adjusted to suit the 

experimental clnnitiln). Thus, the time ramp was made as 

steep as possible without it being switched off before the cut

off point on the experimental residence time distribution 

curve was reached. Typical settings of potentiometer 9 were
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FIGURE 18 AN^l.O(^UE COMPUTER CIRCUIT
(MODEL •• PACE TR-IO)
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0.1 and 0.08 giving duration times of 12 secs, and 15 secs, 

respectively.

The constants k^, k£, and k^, which had to be used in 

converting the computed figures to the required integrals 

could be calculated from the potentiometer settings. Wen 

helium was used as the tracer gas and the time ramp was gen

erated at lV/sec., the values of these constants were:

II (b) The Operation of the Detector

The circuitdiagrah ofthe hot-wire detector (Gow-Mac 

model 92Th) is showo tnrigrag ih i&)• TOe prieciaOr oh its 

operaiion ar so iastrunontfoe rnersuring her thecrnrl rano 

huctivthirs Ou ot followe.

teur foafitanfSfi.hents (SI, S2, Rl, and R2) are 

electricahfy cftnec)eO are eturdard Shertstrnt OrOaoU eircuit, 

en)aoe uet icht stce)P Uuiuo iup opiid eUtah eiock. Oie 

rtP^oeouaocI aaofOo griseuettr ruae PieOegh Oha hiOT end 

onOeiCesr pr umO eOn u O femenOu pu uia oafni iie iiateu Un 

Cito lg (f) o ahtP iiertaieetiuObtOah ia p)orttPdC thP ttte 

ttiOai (Usi iyt^ heooheo)sthroufO its ^iroMPdr^ ) Os ie 

at r blor h ff ool o h) r rute tt iaithni o ah r Ufota(.iPtin br O ia 

fi)iOhhChi As fie )roii)ranoiof bUtePOeteents iu eonolonh)
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FIGURO 19 (cl) HOi WIRE DETECTOR. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

(b) EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION CURVE FOR DETECTOR
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their electrical resistance will also be co^s^ltanlb. This 

allows the bridge to be balanced electrically such that no 

current flows through the recording circuit connected between 

A and B.

If now the cnmpasStlon the sample stream changes, 

such that its thermal csnnelClvlty rises, for examm^, the 

heat loss from SI and S2 will increase, and their temppeatures 

and also their electrical resistance wi.1 be lowered. This 

means that the bridge is no longer electrically ia1nncee, 

and a voltage exists across the recording circuit linked 

between A and B. By suitable design, the maa;nntler of this 

voltage can be made lrspostisoa1 to the csn-cnnratisn of one 

component in the sample stream, and this is illustrated in 

figure 19 (b) which shows the experimental response of the 

detector for sample stream csncee-ratloo changes.

A reference gas stream is used to minimise the effects 

of external csnnitisos, such as the tem^lv^t^e of the block 

and flow variations, on the output signal.

The normal operating csnditisos for the detector when

heHum was used as the tracer gas were:

Total Bridge current = l*+5 m.Amps.

Attenuation = 1

Recorder input srn-ltlelty = 10 mV. for full scale

Gas Sample stream flow rate = 350 cc/min.

Abbslute pressure of gas =6.2 cms. of mercury

Gas reference stream flow rate = 150 cc/61o.
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Jhen using carbon dioxide as the tracer gas, more 

sensitivity was required and the foioowing changes were made 

in the operating conditions:

Total Bridge current = 185 m.Amps.

Recorder input ser^s^i.ltivit^y = 1 mV. for full scale

it should be noted that although this sennstivity 

aioowed carbon dioxide to be used as a tracer gas, the signal 

to noise ratio was much lower in this case, and the optPmum 

signal to noise ratio was only achieved using helium tracer 

gas under the conditions specified.

The response of the detector with respect to time 

was determined experippeSally as follows. The detector cell 

was set to the normal operating conditions and the probe was 

Pl aced so that it sampled an air stream, in which a smmll 

concentration of heluum was maintained by a flow of heluum 

from a nozzle ipmpeiaaely upstream from the probe. The 

relative flow rates were arranged such that the signal out

put from the detector remained steady. The flow of heiuum 

could be cut off by the action of a solenoid valve, thus 

introducing a step change in concennration of the air stream. 

The resultnng F curve, obtained from the detector, was re

corded on an oscillograph which also recorded the shutting 

of the solenoid valve.

These F curves showed first a time delay of

of a second and then an expoonnnial decay curve. The time 

constant for this exponnenial was found to be O»35 secs.
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Thus in terms of ideal flow units the detector can be re

presented by a CFSTR of mean residence time 0.35 seconds in 

series with a time delay of about 0.02 seconds.

This response time is faster than that quoted by the 

mnnufacuuers, who quote (31) a range of 1 - 1.5 secs. How

ever this range refers to different ceil contittfts, namely 

atmospheric pressure and a flow rate of 60 cc/min., both of 

which factors would be expected to decrease the response time 

of the diffusion cell.

II (c) Photographic Details

The set-up for the photographic studies was as shown 

in figure 20. Back-lighting was used exclusively; the effect 

was that the bubbles showed up in silhouette against the 

bright background of the translucent opal glass screen.

A Fastax 16 mm., high-speed camera was used with 

film speeds of 170-300 framee/sec.
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FIGURE 20 PLAN YIEW OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ARRANGEMENTS

TAIL PART OF DETECTOR RESPONSE CURVEFIGURE 21



Appendix III

Ill (a) Measurement of ascending bubble veLoc^l-ties

The velocities of ascending bubbles were obtained 

from the mooion pictures by the technique of observing the 

change in position on the screen of the projected picture of 

a bubble for a number of successive film frames. Since a 

reference height scale and a stop watch were included in 

the total picture, this technique enabled the velocity of 

the bubble to be calculated. This procedure was foioowed 

for ascending bubbles in the main stream (region 2) at 

different heights within the tank to allow a mean rising 

bubble velocity to be obttiined.

The results obtained showed considerable scatter, ever 

within samples taken under the same experimental conditions, 

and analyses of variance were performed between the samples 

to determine w^e^ethfer the two variable p^iramef^e’s - the overall, 

tank height and the air flow rate - affected the bubble 

velooUties. It was found from these analyses that the effect 

of the oveeall tank height was not significant, but that the 

effect of air flow rate was significant.

To take account of the effects of the air flow rate 

on the ascending bubble velocities, a correlation was per

formed on the data of against was used as the dependent

variable, instead of the velocity (v) itself, because a more 

useful expression for the time of rise of a bubble up through
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the tank could thereby be obtained.

The result of this correlation was:

(A3.1)

and the standard deviation of this line was 0.063 sec./ft.

Ill (b) The Response ChhaacCeeistics of the Sampling System

In this section, both the experimeenally obtained 

response and the theoretically predicted response of the sam

pling system are analysed and found to give good agreement.

(1) Exppeimeetal Response

This was obtained by injecting a pulse of tracer

into the gas flow as it emerged from the bubbling liquid 

imrneeiaaely underneath the sampling cone. The direction of 

injection was side-ways, as shown in figure U, and the loritirn 

of the injection nozzle was varied from the centre to the side 

of the cone without any noticeable change in the response.

From the results obtained, the average values of the 

mean residence time at the foioowing air flow rates were:

These points lie on a straight line given by the equation:

Air flow rate (Q)
(cu.ft./sec)

Value of mean residence time 
(from analogue comm^er)

(secs.)

0.0^5 1.6?

0.063 1.33

0.090 1.12

(A3.2)
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The tall part of the response curve was foundl to have 

the shape of an rxponnrntal. This was eerifiri, and the time 

constant of the rxponnvninl obtained, by plotting the tail 

of the response curve on a semi-logarithmic graph as shown 

in figure 21.

This type of response would be obtained from a CFSTR 

having a mean resldrocr time equal to the reciprocal of the 

time constant of the rxponnvntaL. The average of the equivalent 

CFSTR mean residence times for the fomowlng flow rates is

shown below:

Air flow rate (Q) 
Cu.ft./sec.

Eqqivalent mean residence time of 
CFSTR (from graphs) (secs.)

o.oU-5 1.06

0.063 0.70

0.090 0.58

These results show the mean residence time to be

directly propootional to the relatoonship being:

A comparison of this result with equation AA.2, suggests 

that the mean residence time of the ovveall sampling system 

may be represented by a CFSTR in series with a plug flow 

section. The mean residence time of the CFSTR earies inversely 

with the air flow while the time delay due to the plug flow 

section has a constant ealue.

These results were used to correct the experimental 

response curve as described in subsection and shown in
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figure 9. The aean values of the variance obtained by the 

tracer studies are given at the end of the following sub

section.

(ii) Theerreicai Response

The dimensions of the sampling system are shown in 

figure U• The system may be divided into two parts; that 

part between the liquid surface and the probe in which the 

air flow varies with the main air flow rate through the tank, 

and that part including the probe and the detection cell where 

the flow is constant.

For the first part, the total volume,

V = vol. under cone

+ vol. of cone

+ vol. of cone neck up to the probe.

= 11.9 + 11.9 + 0.8

= 2*+.6 cu. ins.

= 0.01M- cu. ft.

The air flow through this first part is one quaater 

of the total air flow = 1/A Q cu.ft./sec.

Therefore the mean residence time of this part

This assumes that the flow uses the whole volume and that 

there are no stagnant regions.

The response time of the second part has already been 

meenimed, (appendix 111(b), and was found to be equivalent 

to a CFSTR in series with a time delay, with mean residence 

tmes of 0.35 sec^ and 0.02 secs. respectively. Consseque^^
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the total mean residence time of the sampling system is given by

However, before comparing this expression with equation AA.2, 

the effect of using a non-ideal pulse to determine the ex

perimental mean residence time must be aioowed for. It is 

shown later (appendix III (e)) that this has the effect of 

adding about 0.3 secs, to the measured mean residence time.

Thus the measured mean residence time should be

(A^.3

A comppaison shows that equations A3.3 and A3.2 are 

in good agreement and suggests that the whole of the sampling 

system below the probe behaves as a CFSTR. This is possibly 

due to the mixing action of the bursting bubbles and the 

general movement of the top surface of the liquid.

The theoretical variance of the residence time dis

tribution for the sampling system may be easily obtained, 

since the standard deviation of the residence time distribution 

equals the mean residence time for a CFSTR and is zero for a 

time delay. Hence the total variance of the sampling system 

assuming the whole system below the probe to act as a CFSTR, 

at various air flow rates, is as follows:-

Air Flow Rate 
cu.ft./sec.

Theeoeeical variance
2 sec*

ExuDei'amena! Variance
2 sec*

O.Ob-5 1.67 1.2

0.063 0.92 0.7

0.090 0.52 0.5
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Ihe experimental values are also tabulated and It can 

be seen that agreement Is good at the high air flow rate but 

gets rapidly worse at the lower air flow rates. Two possible 

causes may account for this:

(1) The cut-off point on the experimental curve will 

reduce the experimental value below the true value.

(2) The assumption of CFSTR flow below the probe is 

not completely correct, and any proportion of plug flow in 

this region will decrease the variance.

Ill (c) Positirt of the Sampling System

As the flow of liquid and gas bubbles within the tank 

is ton-symmeteleal, it was thought possible that the pouLtim 

of the collector cone might influence the residence time dis

tribution curve obtained. This would happen if gas having 

certain residence times crntSstettey appeared at a certain 

part of the surface, relative to the position of mmin bubble 

flow.

Normally the collector was positioned in the centre 

of the grid, and Hl the results quoted were obtained with 

it in this position. Howeeee, as the radius of the lower 

rim of the cone was only half that of the tank, the collector 

could be moved from one side of the tank to the other. To 

check the effect of this, two sets of runs were made with the 

collector positioned directly above the rising bubble region 

(position A in figure 5). These runs were made in the shortest 

tank (H = 13<i inches), at the lower air flow rates, because 
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the circular flow was most stable and pronounced under these 

csnndtilti, and region 3 had Least effect. Therefore it was 

to be expected that any effects of cone oolitlst would be 

mmoit noticeable under these csntdtisti.

The results of these runs were as follows:

Tank 
Height 
(Lns.)

Air Flow
Rate
(cu.ft./sec.)

Mean 
Residence 
Time
(secs.)

2
Variance: q-

C sec2)

No. of 
readings 
in sample

13.25 0.0^5 0.95 1A5 29

13.25 0.063 0.95 1.85 23

The values of the mean residence time are close to

the previous values and w^I^l within the estimated experimental 

error. The values of the variance though not close to pre

vious values, are still w^ll within the estimated experimental 

error. Howvvr, no trend appears from these figures, since 

they are higher than those previously obtained for Q = 0.063 

cu.ft./sec., but lower for Q = 0.0M-5 cu.ft./sec.

It was therefore concluded that the oolitiot of the 

collector had no distinct detectable influence on the results 

as obtained under the existing experimental csntdtists.

Ill (d) of Tracer Gas SoluiSlity

In the present set of experiment, using a delta 

function pulse input of tracer gas, it is possible for the 

i(llubSlity of the tracer gas to distort the residence time 

distribution curve. This would happen by absorption of 

tracer gas into the wwter from bubbles carrying the pulse, 
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in which the tracer conceetration is high, with subsequent 

desorption into bubbles low in tracer. Thus the effective 

residence times of the tracer gas would be longer than the 

true residence times of the air stream as a whole.

The maanntude of this effect wouxd naturally depend 

on the sdubblity of the tracer gas, and therefore some runs 

were made in which carbon dioxide was used as the tracer gas 

instead of helium. The relative sdudLities of these gases 

may be seen from their Henry's law coefficients which are 9.$ 

x 10 atm./mo^ ^adion for helium and 1.07 x 10° dm./ rnole 

fraction for carbon dioxide, and thus carbon dioxide is about 

100 times more soluble than the very Insoluble helium.

The was made by doing a set of runs using

one gas as tracer, and then without changing any o^ the ex

perimental conndions, except the sennstivity of the detection 

equipment, doing a further set of runs using the other gas as 

tracer. These runs were made with a tank height of 25' inches 

for a range of air flow rates. Each pair of sets of results 

was then tested by an analysis of variance but in no case 

could any significant difference be found between results ob

tained with different tracers.

It was therefore concluded that the absorption and 

desorption of tracer gas by the liquid had no effect on the 

measured residence time distribution curve, even with a rel

atively soluble gas such as carbon dioxide.

Ill (e) Effects of Using a Nonridesl Pulse

In this section, the possible errors in using a non 
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Ideal pulse are investigated, ^he actual pulse used was a 

burst of tracer bubbles of 0.6 secs, duration. This duration 

time was kept constant throughout the work for reasons which 

will become apparent in this section. The volume of tracer 

gas injected during this time depended on the pressure in the 

tracer system reservoir, and was in the range of 20 - 50 cc. 

for normal injection. Smaaier pressures and volumes were 

used when determining the response of the sampling system.

In this analysis the form of the non-ideal pulse is 

considered to be a square pulse, f(t), such that f(t) = 0

for t < o and t > T, and. for 0 < t < T. Now instead

of considering this non-ideal pulse being fed into the actual 

system, consider an ideal pulse being fed into the following 

system which contains a first unit which has a residence time 

distribution curve in the shape of the non-ideal pulse.

For the oveeall mean residence time of this system,

Hence the difference in mean residence time of the

oveeall system, and the system after the first unit, is

Therefore, the effect of using a non-ideal pulse of
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Length T is to increase the mean residence time of the system,

Similarlycalculated assuming an ideal pulse input, by

the effect on the variance is to increase the measured variance

by the variance of a square wave of duration

It is therefore possible to correct the values of the 

parameters obtained for these errors, but in this work an 

explicit correction was not necessary because the correction 

was inherent in the corrections made for the sampling system. 

Ill (f) Sample Set of Readings, Illustrating Calculating
Procedures

Reproduced below is a sample set of experimental 

readings, with the associated calculations used to obtain 

results for the mean residence time and the variance of the 

residence time distribution function, under the connitions 

stated.

Tank height: nominal 1 ft., air flow rate = 0.045 cu.ft./sec.

Run*
No.

Values fr
Al

om analogue 
*2

commuter
A3

Mean Residence 
time (secs.)

12 2
(secd)

1 2.95 1.95 1.0 1.9 U.7
2 4.0 2.5 1.2 1.8 3.75
3 3.2 2.1 1.2 1.9 *.7

2.75 1.6 0.85 1.7 3.9
5 2.8 1.8 1.0 1.9 4. 5
6 2.8 1.9 1.1 2.0 4.9
7 2.6 1.7 1.0 1.9 4.O
8 2.8 1.7 0.8 1.8 3.6
9 3.0 2.05 1.25 2.0 5» 2

10 2.25 2.3 2.3 3.0 12.8
11 3.0 2.9 2A 2.8 10 • 01 c; 1
12 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.2 15.3o o
13 2.6 2.25 1.7 2. 5 o Q n n
14 3.g 3.6 3.0 2.o 9.9

Q 7
15 1.8 1.8 1a 2.9 9.71 A AJ
16 2.75 2.75 2.3 2.9 XU • u > Q A
17 1.3 4.O 2.95 2.7 0.0
18 3-3 3A 3.7 3.0 1H.0

19 2.7 3.05 3.3 3.2 15.3
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*
Runs 1-9 were made on the sampling system alone, 

runs 10 - 19 were made on the overall system.

the mean residence time, and 7*^ are computed from;-

For the 9 sampling system runs

For the 10 overall runs
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Results for the gas phase in the tank

or since the standard deviation of a mean of a sample of size
n, for a distribution having a standard deviation of s, is s.n“~ 
The standard deviation of Y = 0.08) 

HI (g) Reeression Anaaysis Details

The correlations for Y and C , reported in subsection 

2.3.5. were obtained by mulliple regression analyses on an 

IBM 70^-0 comuUf^r, as outline below.

The Mean Residence Time

As it was seen that Y was propootional to both H and

it was thought that a rel^at;oc^r^shi^p might exist of the form

Consequuntly a regression analysis was

made of versus The fit in this case was

with an estimated standard deviation about the line of 0.092 

secs.
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However the significant confidence level of the

term was very low (25$, as measured by the t test, and so a 

second analysis was made without this term. This gave a fit:

with an estimated standard deviation about the line of 0.089 

secs., and both variables significant at the 99$ confidence 

level. This was therefore considered to be the best obtain

able correlation.

The standard deviation of the residence time distribution function

A regression analysis was run, initially on the same 

three independent variables as above, but using a limited 

num^b^er of data points as mentioned in subsection 2.3»5» The

result showed that the term was the least significant (91$)

and an analysis was run with this term deleted, but as a check

an analysis was also run using the term alone.

The two fits obtained wwre:

(i)

with a standard deviation about the line of 0.18 secs, and

with a standard deviation about the line of 0.20 secs.

In both cases the variables are significant at the

99.9$ confidence level. Thus these two correlations fit the 

data almost equally well, and either or both may oe usee •

Regression analyses were also made using the variant ( ),
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and the coefficient of variation as dependent variables

but neither gave results as good as those obtained using the 

standard deviation as the dependent variable.



Appendix—V

IV (a) -and ...Cr2 . frott._trlt3fer fitctlonl

Lit F(s) bn the transfer function of a given system 

and f(t) the corresponding exit residence time distribution 

function.

Therefore from the definition of Laplacn transforms

therefore

(Differentiating inside the integral without evaluating 

the integral is perraiisable if the function is considered 

continuous over the range of integration. For a more rigourous 

treatment see Aris (32))

therefore as

s Ince

Similarly

IV (b) f Additive Property of — ano—rg

Lat F(s) be the transfer function for the overall

-12U-
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system and F](s) and F2(s) be those for the two units in 

series that co^ri-se the oveeall system, then

For the oveeall system,

(where F’(s) denotes

therefore

But

therefore

Similarly for the overall system,
therefore

where

therefore



AppendixV - Absorption of Nitrogen Dioxide

In thio section io derived the amount of nitrogen 

dioxide that dissolves during a given residence time in the 

tank. The basic assumptions are, as before in subsection 

3.3.2;

(a) There is a constant bubble volume (Vb)

(b) On coalescence, the contents of the two bubbles 

are completely mixed, and then split to give two identical 

bubbles. This happens instantaneously.

(c) The rate of coalescence per bubble (m) is constant,

Let N be the number of bubbles that contain some

nitrogen dioxide at time t, then:

(A5.0)

The same arguments that applied to equation 33*1, 

apply to equation A5.0, but again the implied assumptions are 

valid while N remains smll. Provided that the initial value 

of N, (ND, is smal, and m is smal., this holds true. 

Therefore N = Ni.exp(mt) (A>1)

If x and y are respectively the number of moles in 

the system of nitrogen dioxide and nitrogen tetroxide 

and V is the total volume of the bubbles containing these 

gases, the mean concentrat!.^ of nitrogen dioxide (C) is 

given Sv:

where V = N.Vb

-126-
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It will be assumed that this mean concentration is uniform 

for all the bubbles containing nitrogen dioxide.

It has been shown (33) that the equilibrium 2NO2 *

is rapidly established

therefore (A5.2)

therefore (A5.3)

The total change in x = number of moles converted from

- (number of moles absorbed by water)

Caudle and Denbigh (1U) have shown that the rate of 

absorption of nitrogen dioxide into waaer, per unit inter

facial area, is directly proportional to the coi^c^c^e^ai^iati^on of 

in the gas phase.

Therefore

(A$A)

where k = K. k”

A = total interfacial area available for absorption

= N.a

and

therefore
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(A5.5)

By the elimination of from equations A5.3, A£A, 

and AJ5, the foLOowing equations are obtained:

and

(A?.6)

(A?.7)

therefore

(A5.8)

Since N is known in terms of t from equation A?.l, 

equations A5«6 and A^.8 can be solved numerrccaiy, sim

ultaneously, using x and V, or C, as the dependent variable, 

and t as the independent variable. This was done on an IBM 

70M-0 comji^Uf^r using a Rungaa\utta-Gill method, and the 

foioowing data.

k’ = 22,h-00 ccs/mole - gas molal volume at S.T.P. 

K = 1.7 x 10? ccs/mole - reaction equilibrium const.
as quoted in (3M

k” = 2.0 cm/sec. - from Caudle and Denbigh (1M,

- the lowest of their range of values.

For the other data, it was assumed that 60 cc. of nitric 

oxide was injected, which im^medaaely coalesced with twice its 

volume of air to form 60 bubbles, of volume 3 cc. each, con

taining a mooal concengratiog of equivalent nitrogen dioxide
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of 33$. Thus:

Ni = 60, Vb = 3cc., a = 10 cm2

and the Initial value of V, Vi = Ni.Vb = 130 cc.

hence the initial value of x can be calculated using 

equation A5»2.

The effect of these initial assumptions is probably 

to over-estimate the bubble size and thus underestimate the 

interfacial absorption area and the amount of nitrogen dioxide 

absorbed. In this mcoldl, the value of Ni did not greatly 

affect the fraction of nitrogen dioxide absorbed.

Solutions for x and V were obtained for different 

values of m, at increasing values of t, and from these, the 

total equivalent nitrogen dioxide dissolving over any period 

of time could be calculated. This proved to be very insensitive 

to the value of m, over a range from 0.1 to 1.0, and con

sequently, the solution with respect to time is the only one 

that requires consideration.

This solution is shown on figure 22, which is plotted 

so as to show the percentage of nitrogen dioxide which dissolves, 

if the gas bubbles spend a total time of 1.5 secs, in the 

system and all the nitrogen dioxide is formed at a time after 

injection given by the abscissa. Since, in fact, from the 

analysis given in subsection 3*3*2, the formation of nitrogen 

dioxide occurs throughout this period, the actual percentage 

dissolving will be some weighted average value of the curve.
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FIGURE 22 GRAPH SHOWING PERCENTAGE OR NITROGEN

DISSOLVING AS A FUNCTION OF THE TIME

IT SPENDS IN THE SYSTEM
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This averaging should bv weighted more at the lsw^I' end of 

the time scale, since morn nitrogen dioxide is formed initially 

according to the mooe! of subsection 3«3»2, and consequently 

a mean value of 75$ is probably a close lpproxipptlon. A morn 

accurate value could bn obtained by actually numeeiially 

integrating the curve, using w^I^i^l^ti^n^g factors supplied hy 

equation 33*3, but in view of the ii.ppPLclty of the mooe! and 

the lack of accuracy in the experimental results, this 10OiSlCh 

is probably not westhwehle.

Thv mean residence time of 1.5 secs, assumed for this 

islitllt corresponds to the air flow rate of 0.063 cu.ft./sec; 

for the higher flow rate a shorter mean residence time (1.25 

sec.) ai^pies, but this would not alter the mean value of the 

curve very much and the above value was used.



Appendix VI - Practical Application of this Work

In using the results of this study as a basis for 

design, the .■nethod of use would to some extent depend on 

the application. In addi-tion, other information about the 

system would be required.

Equipment of this type is commonly used for gas

liquid contacting where mass transfer occurs between the 

phases. In this case the area of the gas-liquid interface 

would need to be known, as weei as the mass transfer mochariso 

and rate controlling step. The mixing occurring in the liquid 

phase is also unknown but probably if the liquid flow rate 

was not large enough to affect the flow patterns, compete 

mixing could be assumed.

With this information a first approximation for the 

design could be to consider the flow of the gas phase to be 

plug flow with a mean residence time given by equation 35* 

This would probably be quite accurate enough for a process 

that was o^ low order with respect to a ccnrSLtiert in the gas 

phase, since as the order of a reaction approaches zero, the 

am^iu^it of conversion occurring in the reactor becomes in

dependent of the type of flow within the reactor and depends 

only on the mean residence time.

For higher order processes, the deviation from plug 

flow on the gas side should be taken into account, and this 

is best done by means of the mixed region model proposed in

-132-
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subsection 2.U.^-. Thus the gas flow would be treated as 

a comminntion of an ideal plug flow region and an ideal 

CPSTR, and the mass transfer occurring in each region could 

be evaluated.

If the mass transfer is accompanied by chemical 

reaction, information concerning its kinetics would be 

required, but again the same approximations for the flow 

patterns, as given above, could be used. The accuracy of 

design in this case would depend on how accurately known are 

the flow pattern of the phase in which the reaction occurred 

and the order of the reaction. The lower the order (or 

apparent order) of reaction, the better would be the accuracy.

In some cases the plug flow character of the gas 

phase would be an advantage, as, for examppe, for reactions 

of high order with respect to the constituents of the gas 

phase. CFSTR chaaaateeistics would be advantageous where the 

optimum operating conddtions require the composstion of the 

reactor contents to stay within certain limits. Exammles of 

this are when the reaction is autocatalytic and a consenSration 

of product should be ma^ta^ed, or if complex reactions 

occur and an optimum ratio of reactants or products is main

tained to give the required producics. In these cases it 

would, of course, probably be better to use a system where 

more comppete mixing occurs, such as in a stirred tank.

As a mmthod of liquid-gas contacting alone, this type 

of reactor is not as efficient as those where other methods
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of gas dispersion are such as those using a sparger

or a turbine imppeier. This is due to the large bubble size 

and the small mean residence time of the present equipment. 

This equipment would, howeeer, approximate the conditions 

existing in a sieve tray col^i^mn where the liquid hold-up is 

large and the orifice sizes are comppa’able to the present 

case.

In considering the use of these results to predict 

behaviour in different sized equipment the following points 

should be borne in mind:

(i) The equations obtained can be made more general 

by replacing the air flow rate, Q, by its suppeficial velocity 

(es). These are related by: Q = 0.6J6.(es) in ft.-sec. units.

(ii) The correlations are probably less accurate if 

the ratio of tank height to diameter is outside the range 

(1-3) covered in this work.

(ill) ”WaH effects" and "end effects" will become 

more apparent if the dimensions are much reduced though 

mooerate scaling up, by factors up to 5 or so, are less 

likely to meet the same problems.
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Nomenclature

I(t), E(t) - Residence terne distribution curves )

F(t), C(t) 

o(t)

- Tracer response curves ) as defined
) in section

- Delta function ) 2.1

- Zeroth, 1st;, and 2nd moments of f())

c, c’, ce, co, 
Ci, Co - tracer concentratoons

cs - velocity of sound in the gas

D - diameter of bubble

d - diameter of orifcce

f - frqquency of bubbmng

f(t) - tracer exit concentratoon curve

g - acceleratoon due to gravity

H - tank height (nnches)

N, N, n - num^e^e's of bubbles containing certain 
gases as defined in section 3»3

Nc - dieennionless group defined in appendix I

Q - air flow rate into tank (cu.ft./sec)

q, qo - flow rates within moddls (see figs. and 1J)

R - derived paraeeter, = £
*2

r - radius of orifice

Re - Reynolds Number f = —)

T - duration of input pulse (appendix III (e))

Tl> t2 - residence times in model (figure 1?)

T2 - mean square residence time

t - time (secs)
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*1 - rSe terne of bubbles nn annk

*2 - derieed parameter ( = O' - p)

J, u - flow velocities in circular model 
(figure 1U)

V - volume of gas phase (cu.ft.)

VL, V2 - volumes in model (figur el) 5)

Vb - mean bubble volume

Vc - chamber volme

v - ascending bubble eilciite ne tank

vs - supeericial gas velocity in tank

x - distance (figure 1U)

T - mean residence time of gas phase in 
tank (secs.)

2 er - variance of resde^nce time distribution 
function of gas phase in tank (sec2)

CT - standard deviation as above (secs)

(In appendix V the nomenclature is different, in part, to 

that listed above, and is defined within the appendix)

(For y and cr2, subscript s denotes the sampling system and

subscript t denotes the oveeaii system)

9 - reduced time scale ( = —)

- surface tension of liquid

p - gas density

- difference gas-liquid densSties


